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I, Introduction

conspiracies, agreements or arrangements which have

the effect of restricting competition are governed by s.jz of

the Combines Investiqation Act ( n. S. C. IgTO c. C_ZJ as

amended). Section 32(t) reads as follows:

Everyone who conspires, combines, agrees,
o¡ arranges with another person

(a) to limit unduly the facilities for
transporting, producing, manufactur-
ing, supplying, storing or dealing
in any product,

(U ) to prevent, l-imit or lessen, unduly,
the manufacture or production of a
product, or to enhance unreasonab ty
the price thereof ,

( c ) to prevent, or Iessen, unduly, com-
petition in the production, manufac-
ture, purchase, barter, sales, stor-
a9e r rentaJ., transportation or sup-
pIy of a product, or in the price of
Ínsurance upon persons or property,
or

(d) to otherwise restrain
competi t ion undul y ,

or lnJUre

is guilty of an indictable offence and is
liable to imprisonment for five years or
a fline ofl one mi lIion do Ilars or to
both.

In eflfect only those

that ifl carried out

hibited by the Act.

consptractes

would lessen

r agreements

competition

or arrangemenLs

unduly are pro-
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0ne of the most difficult problems facing canadian

competition policy is the apprication of section 32 to crose-
J-y coordinated oligopolies" Fi¡ms in oriqopoly markets may

adopt identical pricing sLrategies and follow paralrel poli-
cies without collusion or agreement. In fact the behaviour
of firms in oligopoly markets can be almost indistinguishabl-e
from that of firms who have conspired, agreed or arranged to
unduJ-y lessen competition contrary to section 3z of the

combines Investiqation AcL. This is the phenomenon of con-
scious parallelism.

Canadian

economy

size of

dustries

address

create.

conscious parallelism has wide implications for
competition policy. A large part of the canadian

operates within origopolistic industries. The smarl

the domestic canadian market dictates that many in-
be hiqhly concentrated. Competition policy must

the problems that these concentrated industries

An industry may be categorized as being either
competitive, origoporistic or monoporistic. A perfectry
competitive market has many sel_l_ers and buyers and the market

price is set by the sellers acting in competition with each

other " Market price is a function of both market-wide supply
and market-wide demand. fach individual serler knows that
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any restriction in his output will- have only a minimal effect

on market supply. Each seller must take the market price as

given and adjust his output in order to maximize his prof-

its.

In a monopoly market output is l_ess and the unit
price higher than in perfectly competitive markets " since a

monopol-ist is the onJ-y source of supply the monopolist's

decision on the level of production wilr have an impact on

the market price. Accordingly if the monopolist desires to

maximize profits he wilr do so by producing less and obtain-

ing a higher price than that which would have resurted if the

market we¡e perfectly competitive.

Within the sphere of oligopolistic markets however

a wide variety of pol-Ícies toward price and p¡oduct can oc-

cur. At one extreme, firms in an oligoporistic market may

desire and be abre to coLlude either expricitly or tacitly to

set prices and reap monopoly profits. At the other extreme

firms may engage in cut throat competition that in the short

run drives prices and profits below even those that would

prevail in a perfectly competitive market. The essential

difference among firms in competitive, otigopolistic and

monopoJ-istic industries is the discretion they have to behave

a n t i - c o m p e t i t i v e I y .



Underlying every oJ-igopolistic industry is the

recognition by the individual firms of the mutual interdepen-
dence of thei¡ activities. The end ofl the spectrum nearest

which an oligopolistic industry operates depends on the

structure of the industry in which the firms operate. This

behaviour is strongly influenced by such structural factors
as concentration, product differentiation, barriers to entry
of new firmsr growth rate of market demand, and price elas-
ticity of demand.

A direct rerationship exists between the degree of
concentration in an oligopoly and the amount of collusion
that can occur in coordinating firms' behaviour. The smaller
the number of firms which account for a large pDoportion of
an industriesr output, the mope likeIy it is for monoporistic
practises to prevail. In highly concentrated industries
individual firms have considerable discretionary power in
making decisions regarding price, output and re lated matters.
when concentration is low the existence ofl many rivar firms
forces each to behave independently and market forces rather
than individual firms determine the revels of prÍces and

outputs. Indeed industries with Lower levers of concentra-
tion may even resort to more open forms ofl corl_usion than

more coordinated oligopolies which can gain the same ends

through less visibte means.
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The mutual interdependence among firms is a primary
characteristic associated wÍth oligopoly ma¡kets. In simpJ_e

terms this means that any origopoì-istic flirm is influenced by

the behaviour of its rivals, and that its own behaviour in
turn infl-uences those rivals. Each firm, then, must consider
not only what its opponents happen to be doing at the moment

but also the way in which rivar-s may respond to its own

actions. The actions of a singre firm cannot be viewed in
isolation.

Any change in poricy by one of the firms resuJ.ting
in inc¡eased saLes wirr of necessity cause a significant and

offsetting decline in market share of its competitors. In

such circumstances each firm must not onJ_y respond to the

actions of its rivals but must also take into account theÍr
rivalsr responses to its own actions. Therefore, a firm
introducing a change in policy wilr do so in a manner com-

patible with the interests of its competitors to avoid any

hostile reaction on their part. It forlows that the market

conduct of competitors will often be similar or parallel.

The pricing behaviour of oligoporists increases the
outward appeapance of parall-el conduct. pricing behaviour in
oligoporistic industries starts with the fact that the pric-
ing output and other strategic decisions of one firm are made



with a view to their impact on all of the firms in the market

and that the firms involved quickly recognize their mutual

interdependence. Managers of firms in both competitive and

oligopolístic industries recognize that profits will be high-
er when cooperative pricing poricies are pursued than when

each firm aggressively seeks a larger market share through

price competition. In the absence of an agreement, this is
only possible in those oligopolistic industries that are able

to coordinate their pricing. whire firms in such oligoporis-
tic industries may not compete on price they may aggressively
pu¡sue a larger market share through non-price competit ion.

The conduct of a firm in an origopoì-istic market is
st¡ongly influenced by the mâny el-ements that make up the

structure of its industry. As industries become more concen-

t¡ated the behaviour of firms change as they become more

aware of the competitive reaction of other firms in the

industry to their price decisions. It becomes easier for
firms to coordinate these decisions among themselves. Indus-

try profits are more likery to be raised above the competi-

tÍve level as the industry becomes more concentrated. As

concentration within an industry increâses, the firms within
it become more aware of their competitive interdependence in
setting price l-evels and in their other strategic decisions.
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As already stated the degree of coordination in
pricing straLegy is greatJ-y influenced by structural vari-
abres, within the origopolistic industry. Thus paraller

behaviour is more likely to occur when the products of com-

peting firms aÐe sufficientry similar both physically and

subjectiveJ-y that they are nearly perfect substitutes for
each other. steeJ-, cement and sugar are exampres of such

products. with perfect homogeneity price becomes the most

important and visibre area in which rival-ry can take p1ace.

Hence, oligopoJ-ists can coordinate their behaviour more

easily and find it highry desirable to do so in avoiding

price wars.

l,Ihile the practise of conscious parallel-ism may

lack al] the customary elements of a formal- agreement the

economic effects may be similar. The difficulty for competi-

tion policy is to distinguish between the compretely indepen-

dent behaviour of competing firms and behaviour that is the

result of explicit or tacit collusion to increase profits.

Ì,Ihile it wourd be irrational to prohibit oligopolists from

matching the prices of rival firms, competition policy must

address the question of how to determine when firms have gone

beyond that point and have entered into colrusion. Mirton

Moore defines the probrem for competition policy as forlows:
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The key assumption in the analysis of
their behaviour is that most oligopolies
engage in conventional pricing practices
that are indistinguishable from the tacit
collusion that is al-most universally
disapproved.l

The challenge for competition

tion competitors from bandinq

while at the same time not

irrationaJ-Iy.

policy is to effectÍvely sanc-

together to hamper competition

forcing competitors to behave

In almost aIl of the reported conspiracy cases

dealing with paral-1el behaviour some further pattern of

behaviour beyond a mere adoption of a paralrel course of

action was present. It appears to be relatively rare for
members of an oligopoJ-y, even one produeing a completely

homogeneous product, to be able to coordinate their behaviour

without the use of one or more extre factors. These factors

are additionar techniques over and ebove simpre parall-et

action which allows firms to follow closely coordinated pori-

cies. some of these factors are the pubtication of price

lists, policing of pricing policy, product standardization

and industry associations. competition policy must focus on

these factors especiarly when they are evident in certain

market structures of oligopolies.
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This paper starts with a review of judicial deci-
in canada deaJ-ing with conscious paralrerism under

section 32 of the combines Investigation Act, goes on to

consider some of the American authorities under section I of

the Sherman Act, and then concludes by reviewing and evaluat-
ing existing proposals for reform.
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II. Review of the Canadian Cases

The Queen v. J.W. Mills & Sons LLd.2

It was not untit 1968 that the issue of conscious

parallerism was raised in a canadian combines case. In The

Queen v. J.w. Mitls & sons Ltd., five freight florwarders

raised conscious pararrelism as a defence to a vioration of

section l2(l) (c) of the Combines Investiqation Act. Gibson,

J. rejected Lhe defence and alI five were convicted.

1. Summary ofl the Facts

The five accused atl carried on a business known

as the import pool car business. This business concerned

imported goods shipped to Vancouver to be forwarded by rail_

to points in eastern canada - mainry Toronto and Montreal_.

The accused wourd consoridate these imported goods into
freight car l-ots and the qoods would then be transported in a

certain category of raiJ-way car referred to as poor cars.

The aecusedrs activities became possible with the

amendment of the railway tariffs in 1955. As a result of

those amendments consolidation of different kinds of imported

goods into carload lots to be shipped at the lower carload
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rates became permissible. The rail carriers were prectuded

by the regulations from themselves effecting a consolidation

of goods into a mixed pool car"

By consol-idating two or more commodities flor ship-
ment in a singre railway car the freight forwarding companies

coul-d obtain a cheaper rate than would be obtained by ship-
ping the various commodities individually" The diflference in
rates would be as much as half the rate that woul_d appJ_y for
shipping a commodiLy that constituted ress than a full car

Ioad "

The accused operated by obtaining general authori-
zations from the importers in the east to secure the release

ofl goods consigned to the importers at vancouver. Between

January r 1956 and August, 1966, the accused handred B0gé of

the import pool car traffic.

In 1958 two of, the accused, J.l'1. Mil-Is & Sons

Limited and Leimar, entered into an agreement to end a price
cutting vúar between themserves and to stabirize prices.
This agreement established rates that the two companies would

charge at various vorumes of goods. Initialty the agreement

was to have a life expectancy of one year. 0ver the course

of the year there were numerous changes in the rates that
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were the resul-t of discussions and consultations between the

two accused "

In 1959 a new agreement was made Lhat amended and

expanded the 195B agreement. Thereafer until- August l, rg66

Leimar continued to consult J.w. Mill-s on al-l_ questions

regarding rates and they acted jointty in revision and is-
suance of rate schedules. As other companies entered the

business Leimar and J. w. Mills convinced them to agree to

quoti ng rates similar to and conforming with their rates.

The indictment against the five accused contained

two offences contrary to s. l2(l)(a) and s.3Z(I)(c) of the

Combines Investiqation Act during the period between January

l-, 1956 and August I, 1966.

2. Decision of the fxchequer Court

The accused sought to prove by economic evidence

that the competitive situation of the market in which they

operated was an origopoly. Based on this flact, the accused

contended that according to the economÍc theory of otigopoly,
even in the absence ofl an agreement, the J-ong run prieing
behaviour woul-d not have been significantly different than

resulted here and therefore no offence was committed.
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In convicting the accused, Gibson, J. wasted little
time in dismissing their argument. His Lordship seemed sin-
qularly unimpressed wiLh the economic evidence saying:

The fact that under the theory of oligop-
oly prices would have been the same in
the long run is irrelevant " No persons
are entitled to engage in anti-competi-
tive trade practices or policies because
this result may obtajn in any event ifl
al I things are equal .,

It is important to point out that this was not a

consciously parallel pricing behaviour becausecase ofl

Gibson, J.

makes Lhat

did flind existence of an agreement.

quite clear in his concl_usion:

The cDown has proven an agreement or
conspiracy by the accused to fix prices;
to divide the markets and customers
between themselves; to control_ the chan-
nels of distribution; and to prevent
people from entering this service indus-
t"y.4

though J. W. Mi Ils

Gibson, J.

Even

above

wor th

was

J"

in fact a conspiracy case the

on oligopolistic behaviour arecomments by Gibson

noting.

J. The Decision of the S

The accused appealed their convictions to the
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Supreme court of canada " The appeal was dismissed in a short
judqment and the convictions against each accused were afl-

firmed.

J. W. Mills was the first Canadian case to raise
the issues of oligopoly and conscious parall-elism. Its sig-
nificance goes beyond that fact because it raised issues

fundamental to the whole debate surrounding competition poli-
cy in this area " These issues are stil_r not satisfactorily
resolved today. llúhat is or what should be the prohibited
act? Shourd it be the agreement that l-essens competition
trundufy" or the effect of a firm's behaviour on competition
no matter how that [¡ehaviour came about.

In J.W. MilIs such questions did not have to be

answered because an agreement was found to exist. It seems

ludicrous that the accused woul-d have been acquitted ifl an

agreement had not been proven by the crown. competition
poJ-icy shourd be concerned with performance in the market

place regardless of whether such performance is the resurt of

market structure, market power or through an agreement. The

fact that anti-competitive behaviour does not frow from an

agreemenL shoul-d not make it exempt from the Iaw.
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J.W. Mil1s raised several factors relating to mar-

ket structure and market conduct that reappear in the later
cases. The market structure was oligoporistic and the ac-

cused provided a homogeneous product. Intense price competi-

tion within the industry led to Lhe conspiracy. There was a

sharp contrast in pricing prâctices before and after the

agreement - prices were irregular before 1959 and thereafter

became uniflorn. The agreement resulted in smooth price

changes. There was also evidence of a considerable amount of

communication among the conspirators.

Q r Reqina v. Canada Cement LaFarqe Ltd.5

Canada Cement LaFarqe Ltd. , St. Marys Cement Ltd. ,

Lake 0ntario cement Ltd. and st. Lawrence cement company

were charged with unduly l-essening competition in cement

contrary to s.32(l) (c) of the Combines Investigation Act.

The indictment specified that the oflfence occurred in 0ntario
between January l-, 1955 and August 15, 1972. In particular

the accused wepe charged with serling and meeting tenders at

identicar prices by virtue of a base point freight equa Liza-
tion policy.

The four companies referred to in the indictment
were in the business of manufacturing cement. Cement is the
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classical homogeneous product - each companyrs product is
identical- to that of the others. canada cement was the

industry l-eader supprying about forty per cent ofl the market.

The other three firms suppl-ied twenty-five, twenty and tweÌve

per cent respectively.

From the period 1955 to 1959 industry market ing

arrangements were in a chaotÍc condition, due, among other
reasons, to the incongpuous freight aIl-owances. Commencing

in 7959 an element of harmony could be detected in industry
prices" The practice developed to the point that even with
large contracts tenders for cement were identical. prices

for cement sold by or for the four accused companies in dif-
ferent areas were examined and found to be identicar.

At the preliminary inquiry Chamblin J. held that
the crown had "establ-ished that the companies involved were

using a base freighL factor pricing system which did not come

about by mere coincidence".6 The conclusion which logicarry
forlows is that the pricing system was the result of an

agreement.

Chamblin J. went

text of a speech given by

Director of Investiqation

on to extensi vely quote from the

D. H. lol " Henry , when he was the

and Research under the Combines
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Investigation, Lo the Publ-ic Buyers Group of B¡itish columbia

on 0ctober 12, 1962.7 The excerpt quoted chamblin J. takes

up two pages of his four page judgmenL" His Honour commented

that he found the speech to be of the greatest assistance.

A particurarly rerevant part of Mr. Henry's speech

is the following:

Conscious parallelism, if conducted with-
out coll-usion among the members of the
industry, is not an offence. This is
because if such collusion is not present,
there is not the el_ement of agreement or
arrangement necessary to constitute Lhe
offence ofl conspiracy. I must emphasize,
however, that this is so only in the
absence of collusion.B

The four companies

ruling that:

were discharqed, Chamblin J"

Chamblin J. made no

Henry or to relate it

attempt to analyze

to the facts.

the spe ech by Mr"

s earlier conclu-

came about as a

the resulting prices set by the companies
are the result of conscious patallelism
and the^ companies are therefore dis-
char qed ">

The resul-t flew

sion that the

in the flace

basing point

of Chamblin J" I

pricing sysLem
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cannot be

dicts the

emphasizes

absence of

I9

an agreement " If there was an agreement there

conscious parallelism. This result also contra-
above quoted excerpt from Mr" Henry's speech that
that conscious parallelism can onJ-y exist in the

col-lusion"

It is most unfortunate that

give more elaborate reasons for his
judqment is contradictory and flar from

also unusual- f or a judge to gi ve so

extrinsic evidence as a speech given

eleven years before.

Chamblin, J. did not

decision. His short

instructive. It is

much weiqht to such

by a civil servant

By including the speech in his reasons for judqment

chambLin J. gave it judicial approvar. A status which Mr.

Henry most certainry did not intend his speech to achieve.
The Director of Investigation and Research does not have the

authority to make pronouncements of law. unfortunately that
is the status that Mr. Henry's speech subsequently achieved

in l-ater cases dearing with conscious parallerism. It pro-
vided a strong basis on which accused were able to mount

their defence to conspiracy charges.
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C. Reqina v. Armco Canada Ltd. l0

Summary of the Facts

The ten accused in this case were all engaged in
the production and sare of metar culverts in 0ntario and

Quebec. They were charged with violating section 32(l)(c) of

the combines Investigation Act in conspiring to l-essen compe-

tition in the industry of metar pipe culverts throughout
0ntario and Quebee during the period November, rg62 through

August, 1967 .

corrugated metal pipe is a homogeneous product.

All producers make the same product from the same materials
with the same design. It is arr alike and all equarly ac-

ceptable Lo purchasers. corrugated metat pipe is used prin-
cipalry for sewers and curverts r ârìd in those uses it com-

petes with clay and concrete pipe"

The major customers for metal- culverts were Lhe

Department of Hiqhways in 0ntario, its counterpart in Quebec,

the federal government municiparities and the rairways. The

market was created by the requirements of the purchasers who

usual-ly calred for tenders or less frequently made direct

t.
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purchases. Geographicatly the market served by the accused

companies was 0ntario and Quebec.

To commence operat ions as a manufacturer of cor-
rugated metal pipe required only a smal_r amount of capital
and limited manuf acturing f acil-ities. As a resuJ_t, during
1962-196J several small companies entered the industry. By

way of comparison, in 1957 there had been fifLeen metal pipe

producers operating 37 plants but by 1962 the industry had

expanded to 22 producers with 49 pJ_ants. tvidence was ad-

duced at trial that in L963, the industry was operating at

only 30 percent of capacity. These factors were refreeted in
the performance in the market " From 0ctober, 1962 to Decem-

ber, 196J, there was active price competition and prices
tendered were volatile.

0n November 10, 196I, the corrugated metat pipe

industry incorporated an association known as the canadian

Metal Pipe Institute. The purpose of the Institute was

ostensibJ-y to el-iminate "cut-throat competition" without
contravening the combines Investiqation Act. The original
members were Armco, Pedlar People, Robert.steel, Rosco Metal

and Westell Products. Robertsteel was the onJ-y original
member of the Institute not named in the indictment. In

subsequent years each of the accused eventually became mem-

bers of the Institute "
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In an endeavour to solve the probl_ems of Lhe indus-

try, particurarly the price war, the Institute investigated

an open price policy. The concept of an open price poricy

was first introduced at the concl-usion of an Institute board

meeting in November, 1962. Background material was prepared

and distributed to the Instituters directors, who were repre-
sentatives of the firms in the industry.

The open price policy advocated that each fÍrm
openly set out its price in written or printed form, incrud-

ing discounts and terms of credit and make these available to

alr customers ¡ competitors and the public. The objective of

the open price policy was sLated in a letter to rnstitute

memb ers :

prices will adjust themselves to the
requirements of the individual producer
and uItimaLeJ-y reflect the true state of
Lhe market throuqh the natural forces of
known competition. ll

Lerner, the trial judge, J. saw through this obscure language

and found that the simple objective of the open price policy

was to be t'the means of preventing price-cutting competition
by all manufacturers flor custome""rr.12
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The advantages of the open price policy were advo-

cated in various memoranda and reports circulated throughout

the industry and in various speeches given to members of the

Institute. It was emphasj-zed in alr written materiar that
the policy was one to be assumed voruntari ry by each member

on its own. The Institute went to great pains to ensure that

the members were not in violation of any of the provisions of

the combines rnvestiqation Act. It was stressed that it
would be in the best interests ofl each member to foll-ow the

leadership of other firms and pub lish its price Iist.

Concern over the legality of the Insti tuters ac-

tions prompted Mr. Pepper, regar counsel for the InsLitute,

to write D"H.w. Henry, Director of Investigation and Research

in March of 1963. rn his letter Mr. Pepper expressed his own

concerns as to how far the Institute could go in exhorting
its members to adopt the open price poricy. He accurately

foresaw the regal prol¡1em that wourd arise if the poricy was

successfully adopted by al-l of the members of the Institute:

If a1 I the members of the metal culvert
industry publish identical prices and
subsequentJ-y make identical tenders, how
does one persuade the objective outsider
that is to say a Supreme CourL judge,
that those prices have been arri ved at
independently and not by coll-usion. I am
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obJ-iged to ask you to appr-eciate that
this is a very real problem. fJ

In June , 1963, Robertstee] Ltd. pubrished its price
list. This initiative was not forlowed by any of the other
firms in the industry. In fact, Armco Ltd. , one of the ac-

cused, because of its competitive advantage due to size and

manufacturing techniques r continued to offer discounts on

J-arge orders and lower prices for culverts manufactured

through a cheaper process.

In December t 196i, Robertsteel pubrished a new

price list and within two weeks this price rist was adopted

by arr the firms in the industry. Armco Ltd. in particular
discontinued discounts on large orders and lower prices on

cheaper products as it had before December. Furthermore, bid
prices were no longer quoted delivery at the factory but

rather were quoted on delivery to the area in which the cul-
verts were to be deli vered. Lerner J. stated:

producers di vided 0ntario into three
zones and all prices quoted were a rde-
liveredr price in each zone rather than
F0B plant. All_ prices were uniform in
any zone regardless of the distance of
the plant of the particular manufacturer
from..the geographical point of deliv-
ery.l4 -
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Thus all manufactupers had an equal opportunity to compete

no matter where in the province their plant was located.

For Lhe next four years uniform prices prevail_ed in

the market for corrugated metat pipe. During that time

period several industry-wide changes and increases in price

were accomplished smoothJ_ y.

In his judgment, Lerner J " thoroughly dealt wi th

the considerable amount of documentary and circumstantial

evidence. In the f inal- anal-ysis there was probabJ-y not one

overwhelming factor that compel-led his Iordship to conclude

beyond a reasonable doubt that an agreement existed. This is
in accordance with the view expressed by Mr. Henry in a ret-
ter to the Canadian SteeI Warehousing AssociaLion:

0ne significant factor was the sudden achievement

of the open price poricy in December, 1963. The court was

collusive arrangements to restrict
competition are likely to be found to
exist by a court on the basis ofl infer-
ence from surrounding circumstances rath-
er than from an examination of direct
evidence of agreement or understanding "In such circumstances, successi ve steps,
each of which Iooked at independently and
in isolation might be regarded as lawful,
can brinq the partic_ipants closer to the
brink of iIIegaIity.l)
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fully aware that this result could never have been attained

without some agreement to fix prices:

The effort that the documentary evidence
revealed to have been expended in at-
tempting to effect stability of prices as
against rprice war' competition, and the
time that it took before stability was
achieved, could never have been brought
about in this industry without arrange-
ment or agreemelt between the member
manufacturers ... l6

To find otherwise Lerner J. said would offend oners common

sense.

Notwi thstanding that he found more than enough

evidence to infep an agreement Lerner J. went on deal with
the defence of conscious parallerism. HÍs Lordship summa-

rized the evidence provided for the defence by economist,

J.A. cherbaniak, as suggesting that conscious parallel-ism in
an origopoly is the logical phenomenon to be found without

artangement, agreement or a conspiracy to bring stability and

uniformity of prices into being.

Lerner J. refused to accept this theory, noting
that:

If price stabiliLy would come ( if not
naturally ) , then by the economic forces
as expressed by Mr. Cherbaniak in this
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ideal oligopoly situation, it suggests
the query (which I find was never an-
swered by the defendants) - why was it
necessary for the Instj_tuLe, CampbelI,
Turney, et al. , to spend the several
months in 1962, and 1963, which I have, I
hoper eXhaustively outlinedr suprar to
brinq the resul_ts that form the basis of
this prosecutÍon?17

Lerner J. rej ected the accusedrs argument and denied that
this interruption had any application to this case.

Lerner J " went further and questioned the applica-
tion of conseious paral lerism to any combines case:

by way of obl-iterr oconomists to the
contrary, I fail to see on a common-
sense basis how conscious parallelism
could be achieved without a conspiracy on
the part of the accused to come to an
agreement or atrange beforehand. That
occurred in this case notwithstanding
that the ideal characteristics of an
oligopoly wepe present. lB

This view does not answer the question. It is clear that an

competition isâgreement that has the effect of unduly limit
iIIegaI The question stilt to be answered is whether con-

scíous parall_elism absent an agreement is leqaJ_.

Mr " Justice

Iaw by giving meaning

ment" in s.32(l)(c).

Lerner attempted

to the hitherto

to deveì-op Canadian

unused word "arrange-
He borrowed the broad meaning of nar-
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rangementrr found in an English combines case, British Basic

Slaq Ltd. v"

w.L.R " 727 "

L.J" in that

Diplockrs

case:

From the same

definition of an

case Lerner, J.

Itarrangementrr:

Registrar of Restricti ve Aqreements l1963l l
Lerner J. quoted f rom the judSment of Wil_l-mer

For when each of two or more parties
intentionally arouses in the others an
expectation that he will act in a certain
way t it seems to me that he incurs at
least a moral obligation to do so. An
arrangement as so defined is therefore
something 'whereby the parties to it
accept mutual rights and obligations' . I9

The adoption of

obiter. Lerner

this definition

J. had already

al-so quoted Lord

has to be considered strictly

concl-uded that there was an

unnecessary for him to go on

It is sufficient to consti tute an ap-
rangement between A and B, if (l) A makes
a representation as to his fluture conduct
with the expectation and intention that
such conduct on his part will operate as
an inducement to B to act in a particular
waY r (2) such representation is communi-
cated to B, who has knowtedge that A so
expected and intended r âîd ( I ) such rep-
resentation or A's conduct in fulfillment
of i t operates as an inducement, whether
among other inducements or not, to B to
act in that particular way.20

agreement and therefore it was

and define an a¡rangement.
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Lerner J. found the

The ten companies appealed.

ten accused guilty as charged.

J. Decision of the 0ntario Court of Appeal

The 0ntario Court of Appeal aI lowed the appeal of

three of the companies but upherd the conviction of the other

seven. The court of Appeal- did, however, disagree with
Lerner J. ts definition of arrangement:

rn Houlden J.A. ' s view, who delivered the judgment of the

court, any apprication of the British Basic sraq definition
was precluded under the Combines Investig.!.ion A"!t

If, however, the parties have acted in the
manner described by the English Court of
AppeaI in British Basic 51ag, there is not
necessariJ-y an tarrangement' within the
meaning of s.32(l)(c). As has been
pointed out, for s.32(l)(c) there must be
the mutual arriving at an understanding or
agreement r ârìd under the British Basic
Slaq test, this element of -ìEñ-ïE -E
not necessarily pres ent.22

Irrespective of the difflerence in meaning
that may or may not exist between 'con-spire, combine, agree or arrange' as they
are used in the Act, alI four words con-
template a mutual arriving at an under-
standing or agreement between the accused
and some, other person to do the acts for-
bidd"n.21

ir is most unfortunate, although not unexpected,
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thaL the 0nLario court of Appeal refused to take this oppor-

tunity to expand the application of s.32. The judiciary has

consistently interpreted the wording of the Combines Investi-
qation Act to narrow the Acts scope and effect.

The economic evidence in R " v. Armco revealed a

familiar pattern. The market structure of the metal culvert
industry was hiqhry concentrated. The market shares of the

Ieading companies were as f oIl_ows: Armco 42.3 per cent,
Rosco 14.2 per cent, westeeL 12.5 per cent, Robertsteel 1.5

per cent, Pedlar 7.r per cent, 0ntario curvert i.5 per cent

and six others whose shares ranged from 0 " B per cent to 1.5

per cenL-23 The five rargest firms controrred nearly B5 per

cent of the relevant market. The small number of major firms
faciritated reaching an agreement and co-ordinating activi-
ties.

The importance ofl the industry organization to

this conspiracy should also be noted. The formation of the

canadian l'4etal Pipe rnsti tute was a necessary preliminary
step to the making of an agreement between the firms in the

industry. The Institute stamped its memberst activities
wi th an aurora of legarity . From the beginning the Insti tute
was nothing more than a coveD under which its members oper-
ated.
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A second precondition to Lhe establishment of an

agreement was the adoption of the delivered price scheme

which enabred all companies to have uniform prices. Alr
prices were uniform within a delivery zone regardless of the

distance of the manufacturer's pJ-ant from the point of deliv-
ery. By this means transportation cost was effectivery elim-
inated as an element of competition "

D. R. v. Canadian General flectric Company Ltd.24

Canadian GeneraÌ El_ectric Company Limited (C.C.f. ¡,
westinghouse canada Ltd. , and GTE sylvania canada Limited

were charged with two counts of monopory and one of conspira-
cy under s.J2( I ) (c ) of the Combines Investiqation Act. The

indictment covered the period January l-, 19j9 to August 25,

1967 and related to the business of manufacturing, suppl_ying

and selling electric lamps commonly known as electric J_arge

Iamps.

The deflendanLs were the onry manufacturers of rarge

lamps in canada throughout the relevant period. During the

indictment period, the three accused controlled gj% of the

canadian market. Alr three companies operated on a nationa-l-

basis.
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Large Iamps were categorized as homogeneous prod-

ucts" There was l-itt1e or no product differentiation among

the large lamps of the three accused. Each defendant had a

similar product line. Each accusedts product was designed

f or the same use and had the same physica-l- characteristics.

This industry fits the cl_assic definition of an

origopoJ-y - a highly concentrated industry where a few manu-

facturers make up the majority of sales in a homogeneous,

undifferentiated product .

In the years prior to 1959 the Iarge Iamps industry

had gone through a period of intense price cutting. In that
year cGE, the market leader, attempted to stab;-rize the in-

dustry. It published a large lamp sales plan and price rist

based on a consignment distribution system with varying dis-

counts in price from list for specific segments of the mar-

keL.25

The sales plan was circul-ated well in advance of

its April 1, 1959 imprementation date" The crown arleged

that the pì-an was distributed so far in advance of the effec-

tive date to signal the two co-accused of a chanqe in market

strateqy.
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CGE readily admitted that this was one of the pur-

poses of the early circulation. To them common sense dic-

tated advance publication so that CGE could ascertain whether

or not their competitors would follow. CGE denied that this

implied overtones of a conspiracy. Their decision to publish

the plan when they did was a deliberate and independent exer-

cise of choice.

Whatever the underlying assumptions of CGE the

results were clea¡. Both westinghouse and Sylvania published

substantially similar sales plans and price Iists. Westing-

house had recently compJ-eted its own sal_es plan, which had

taken two years to develop, yet discarded it in flavour of

adopting the CGE plan, even though certain aspects of iLs

plan were superior to those in the CGt plan.

After the CGE sales plan was introduced prices

became relativeJ-y stable in the industry " The evidence

indicated many instances where price changes by one accused

were quickly met with a similar reaction by the other two

accused " In some si tuations there was even simultaneous

adoption of price changes by the three accused

Pennell J. refused to draw any conclusions from

the simultaneous adoption of the saÌes plan saying onJ-y that
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a definitive statement could not be made " He did make note

however of the contrasL between the stabirity and co-

ordination in prices over the alJ-eged conspiratorial period

and the chaotic conditions of the market prior to rg59.26

A new sares plan was announced by cGI at a canadian

Erectrical Distributors Association ( "cEDA'' ¡ meeting Ín

April, 196r. This new pran was based on a schedule of net

prices, designed to make pricing crearer and simpler for
agents to carcurate and thus eliminate errors. The new pran

attempted to stabilize further the market and to remove the

emphasis flrom prices to sales and services.

By August, 196I Sylvania and Westinghouse had made

the decision to foll-ow the cGt plan. The plan came into
effect simurtaneousry by al-r accused on september f, 1961.

Although l{estinghouse dragged its feet r perhaps to show its
independence, by not distributing its pJ-an until November l_,

196r. This could only have been for purposes of show because

it followed the CGE plan right from September l_.

Pennell J. pJ-aced considerab le

enf orcement of the pJ_an. He stressed,

exi stence of an agr eement or contract

whether or not it was enforced, Althouqh

importance on the

however, that the

did not depend on

in his opinion the
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presence of enforcement activities woul-d be rel-evant

consideration of a charge of conspiracy.

After the introduction of the 196r plan, the three

defendants insisted on rigid adherence to the sales pran.

Price cutting or deviation from the pran was not tolerated.
A one cent difference in a price quoted on a contract for
100 lamps prompted a letter from a westinghouse agent to an

executive (at cGE) Ín which he says: 'rI would appreciate
hearing from you regarding this, as it is a serious breach

of the Lamp Sales prograrr,^..n27

There was arso a retter flrom a sal-es manager of cGE

to the district manager of westinghouse. The purpose of the

letter was to explain a mistake by one of cGErs agents in
making a bid. The agent had quoted a cash discount of 5 per

cent instead of the normal 2 per cent. To resolve the prob-

lem cGE advised westinghouse that the agent would donate the

profit from the sale to charity.

Pennell J. took predictable reaction to the l_et-

ter:

It cont¡adicts experience that a man
occupying the posÍtion of a sales manager
of CGE should inform his competitor oi a
breach of CGf's sales plan by a CGE aqent

to
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unless there was an arrangement between
the competito¡s To me this is a
document which speaks vol-umes It is
no answer to say that the letter was
returned. To my mind it woul_d violate
reality to treat the incident as a bona
fide mistake. Genuine eompetitors do not
make reports of their business transac-
tions, as Mr. Cox did. This was not the
conduct of a compet i tor but of a sal-es
manageD who believed that the accused
were united in an âgreement, express op
implied, to act^ together and pursue a
common purposu.2B -

There were many other documents which indicated
adherence with the sal-es programme. The quality and quantity

of the communications between the accused were such that
Pennel-l J. was driven to

existed.

the conclusion that an agreement

2. Decision of the 0ntario Hiqh Court of Justice

Aqainst the overwhelming mass of condemning docu-

mentary evídence the accused raised in their defence the

theory of conscious parallelism. Pennell J. summarized their
submission as foflows:

the behaviour under attack represents
no mote than rational- individual deei-
sions in the Iight of rel_evant economic
facts; that this industry is an oligopoly
wi th a homogeneous product ; that natural
oligopolistic pricing does not violate
the Act; that the structure of the market
demanded the published price list of the
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compeLition and thus prices coul_d not be
different for a substantiat period of
time; and that the actions of the accused
were based on purer rìon-collusive, oIi-
gopolistic parallelism of action, a prac-
tice described by the term 'consciousparall-elism' .29

rn Pennell J.rs view the theory ofl conscious parallelism

even if appricable was not determinative of the issue. He

was of the opinion

that the theory of oligopoly pricing is
irrelevant to the determination of wheth-
er or not the accused have offended the
prescription on theqr_under the conspiracy
section of the Act.l0

That section would be offlended in Pennelr J. rs view if an

agreement was found to exist.

As quoted above, His Lordship had little Lrouble

in finding the existence of an agreement. In response to a

syrvania inter-office memorandum concerning an error made in
a bid price by an agent Pennelr J. expresses his thoughts:

0n the other hand, the document is very
intelligent if there was an agreement
amonq the accused to abide by their sal_es
planlll

In response to another letter between

Pennell J. eommented:

Syl-vania executi ves
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This letter wou
accepted by one
situation wiLhin
placate another

d suggest an obligation
competitor to correct a
its own orqanízation to
ompetitor.32

Having found that an agreement existed, Mr"

Justice Pennerl had to deLermine whether it lessened competi-

tion unduly. Pennelr J " did indeed find that the competition

was ressened unduly and found the three accused guirty of the

conspiracy charqe.

Pennell

thaL s.33 of the

basis of an attack

1y. Section 33 of

f ollows:

J. also had to rule on the Crownrs arqument

Combines Investiqation Act could be the

on the marketing practices of an oligopo-

the Combines Investiqation Act provides as

33 " Every person who is a party or privy to
or knowingly assists in, or in the forma-
tion of, a merget or monopoly is guitty
of an indictable offence and is liable to
imprisonment for two years.

section 33 must be read in conjunction with the definition

of s"2 wherein ttmonopoly" is defined as follows:

"monopolyt'means a situation where one or
more persons either substantiall-y or
completely cont¡ol throughout Canada or
any area thereof the class or species of
business in which they are engaged and
have operated such business or are tikely
to operate it to the detriment or against
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the interest of the pubì-ic, whether con-
sumers, producers or others, but a situa-
tion shall not be deemed a monopoly with-
in the meaning of this definition by
reason only of the exercise of any right
ot enjoyment of any interest derived
under the Patent Act, or any other Act of
the Parliament of Canada;

To prove the offence of monopotization it was necessary for
the Crown to prove: (1) control on the part of one or more

persons and (2) detriment or the likelihood of it.

0n the issue of control- the crown submitted that
iL was not necessary to prove an agreement between the par-
ties but onry to prove that a number of persons controlred a

J-arge part of the market fo¡ a particurar commodi ty . penner r

J. did state that "the accused worked together as a unit
through the device of the sares plans, identical price rists
and consignment system, the end result being an effective
power to control the mark.¡."33 Indicating that an agreement

to lessen competition unduly under a conspiracy charge would

aÌso establish the control required for a monopoJ_y.

The court made several- rulings on the question of
pubric detriment " rt rejected the defendantsr argument that
the detriment must be undue. To find if there was detriment
the court ruled it was obriged to weigh the proven benefits
against the proven evil-s to determine if the net result was



detrimental- to the pubric. Most importantly the court ruled
that evidence of lessening of competition is not evidence of

detriment under a charge of shared monopoly.

Pennerl J " reasoned that the requirement of control
had been met by crown tendering evidence showing identical
price rists r the consignment system, and identical prices.
This same evidence could not then be used as proof of the

second requirement of public detriment. The Crown had failed
to prove that the anti-competitive practices of the accused

had resulted in any public detriment. pennerl J. concluded

that the Act should be read so "as to excrude such evidence

tending to prove formation of a monopoJ.y as irrelevant to

prove that the monopoly has operated to the detriment of the

publ i"n .34

constrained to hold that the crown had not proved

beyond a reasonable doubt that detriment actualJ_y flowed

from the operation of the alleged monopoly. Pennell J.

acqui tted the accused on the monopo J-y charge. Although it
did not obtain a conviction, the crown showed that s.3j may

pray a crucial- role in curbing the market power of origopo-
lists.
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Many of the factors that were significant Lo the

R . v . Armco were present in R. v. Canadian General

Ltd. The adop tion of an industry plan came about

afLer a detrimental period of intense priee-cutting. The

coutt was again impressed with the dramatic change in pricing

patterns before and afLer the adoption of the industry

change. The ubiquitous trade association was also present

although its role was not as prevalent as in R. v. Armco.

As in R. v. Armco the accused relied on the price

dissemination technique. Both in 1959 and 196r sales plans

were pubrished welr in advance of the impJ-ementation date.

The Iegal analysis of this technique, known as signaJ_Iing,

is deficient. It appears to have contributed to Pennell

J " 
rs concl-usion that there was ân agreement. It is apparent,

however, that the evidence of direct communicatÍon among the

accused was more important.

t. R. v. Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd. J5

l- " Summary of Facts

Aluminum Company of Canada Limited ("Alcan'r)¡

Reynolds Extrusion company Limited, Indalex Limited, Keizer

Aluminum & chemicals canada Limited and Daymond company
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Limited were charqed with conspiracy to prevent or l-essen

unduly competition in the manufacture and saÌe ofl extruded

aluminum from the period of June .l_, 1968 to June 3O, 1968.

The five accused were the principle suppfiers ofl extruded

aluminum in Canada accounting for B6% of the market.

Alcan was the l-argest producer and was the price

leader in the industry. Alcan published a price list for
extruded aluminum products which was sent to a1l of its
customers. This list was al-so used by each of the accused

as a guide in their pricing.

Prior to the month of June, 1968 competition in
the aluminum extrusion industry was very intense. Each ofl

the accused had excess production capacity and all were try-

ing to attract to themselves the customers of the others.
To obtain and retain business there was intensive price cut-
ting and many services were offered at below cost.

0n June 3, 196B the price of aluminum ingot in the

united states was increased by r% per pound. 0n June 4,

r96B an executive committee meeting was herd at Alcan to

decide what action should be taken by Alcan in canada. The

crown contended that on June 5, 1968 as a result of numepous

telephone conversations between employees of Alcan with
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various employees of the other aruminum extruding companies

an agreement was made to increase the price of extrusion
products.

The cornerstone of the Crownrs case was a type

w¡itten memorandum sent by Mr " clement, Manager of the fxtru-
sion Division ofl Alcan, to Mr. l,.lilliamson, an Arcan vice-

President, readinq as follows:

I have talked to everybody on basis of
I.2 cents/pound extrusion ingot price
increase across the board and carried
over into extrusion prices. All have
agreed to implement accordingly. Bob
Webe¡ in favour of any increase; J.
Erickson agrees that there is little
point i n trying for addi tional extrusion
price inctease; ltl " Stracey feels we are
brave to try to increase at this time "John Parsons of Daymond is happy and wiII
qo al"onq.
ãrru. l6

Wi Lhin a period of

increase the other

cordingly.

The

tain whether

Tony KingsmilI wiIl follow

two weeks from the initial AIcan price

accused increased their Iist prices ac-

2. The Preliminary Hearing

purpose of a preliminary hearing is to ascer-

or not there is sufficient evidence to warrant
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the accused being praced on triat. In determining this, a

judge who conducts a preliminary hearing is not concerned

with whether or not the accused is guirty or not guilty. His

function is to ascertain whether or not there is sufficient
evidence to induce the belief in the mind of a reasonab le
person that the accused is probably guitty. Therefore, the

criminar standard of proof - beyond a reasonabre doubt - has

no application at this stage of the proceedings.

In discharqing the accused Joncas, J. relied on

the decision in The Queen v. Canada Cement LaFarqe Ltd. ,

(r97t) 
' rz cPR ( 2d ) r2. From chambtin, J. 's judgment he

zeroed in on the speech by Mr. Henry quotÍng from it as fol-
lows:

Here is an example of a situation that
may: with collusion, bring about the same
result as if there were collusion. It
may be that in such an industry charac-
terized by the oligopoJ_y of which I am
speaking, one of the firms will act as a
priee leader and his pricing policies
wi I I tend to be adopted by the others.
Conscious parall-eIism, if conducted with-
out col-lusion among the members of Lhe
industry, is not an offlence " This is
because if such collusion is not present,
there is not the element ofl agreement for
arrangement necessary to constitute the
offensive conspiracy. I must emphasize,
however, that this ¡Lg so onJ_y in the
absence of collusion.3T

His Lordship asked whether it was rpossible to conclude from

the evidence that there !{as colrusion to the detriment of
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the public?r He answered his own

competi tion between Lhe accused was

ing and af ter the increasest.

quesLion by saying 'that
very strong before, dur-

f . Decision of the Quebec Superior Court

Even though the accused were discharged at the

preliminary hearing the Attorney Generar proceeded by way of

preferred indictment and a trial on the merits was held in

the fal-l of 1976. Mr" Justice Rothman acquitted all five

accused on the single count of conspiracy. The crown was

not successful in proving beyond a reasonable doubt that

there was a conspiracy. Despite the fact that conscious

parallelism had been the basis of discha¡ge at Lhe prerimi-

nary hearing Rothman J. made no mention of it in his reasons

for j udgment .

The Queen v. Atlantic Sugar Refineries Co. Ltd. lB

In 0ctober, 1974 three sugar refineries companies,

Atlantic sugar Refineries co. Ltd. , Redpath Industries Ltd. ,

and 5t. Lawrence sugar Ltd. , were indicted on one count of

conspiring to enhance unreasonably the price of raw and re-

fined sugar contrary to Section l2(1)(b) ofl the Combines

rnvestiqation Act and one count of conspirinq to prevent or
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lessen competition unduly in the production, manufacture and

sale of raw or refined sugar. The indictment covered the

period between January l-, 1960 and May )r, 1973. The charge

under Section 32(l)(c) is not relevant to this discussion and

attention will be focused on the second count that of agree-
ing to Iessen competition unduly.

rn December , 1975, the accused were acquitted on

both counts by Mr. Justice MacKay of the Quebec superior
court" In March, 1978, the Quebec court of Appeal convicted
the accused on the conspiracy charge but upherd the acquittar
under Section 32(l)(d). 0n appeal by the accused to the

supreme court of canada the judgment of the triat judqe was

restored.

l- " Summary of the Facts

Sugar is a homogeneous ppoduct. There is
an observable or real diflference between the quality
product of any two refineries. In the words of the

cordon bleu Madame Jehanne Benoit who testified at
rrdu sucre c'est du sucr.n .39

neithe¡

of the

eminent

tria1,

Production of reflined sugar in canada is a very

highJ-y concentrated industry. During the second world war
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the accused were the onl-y sugar refineries in Easte¡n canada.

By virtue of war-time control-sr Çuotas for the production of

refined sugar in Eastern canada had been allotted to the

accused in the following proportions:

Atlantic

Redpath

St. Lawrence

35.5'Á

439ó

2I.5"Á40

After the controls were rifted the accused were able to main-

tain their market shares. fven though other companies en-

tered the market the three accused maintained their relative
market shares and in L973 stil-l controlred 74% of the mar-

ket.

To prove the guilt of the accused on the charge of

conspiracy to l-essen competition unduJ-y the Crown advanced

four propositions:

1. That the accused entered into a conspiracy to keep
raw sugar from reaching Canadian wineries and candy
rnanufacturers by Iimiting the amount of sugar which
India would export to Canada " The Crown alleged
that the accused threatened to stop buying Indian
sugar if Indian producers sold direct to Canadian
users of sugar.

That in 1964, when a new sugar refinery known as
Cartier Reflined Sugars Ltd. was being organized in
Eastern Canada, South African sugar producers were
advised through brokers that if raw sugar b/as sup-

t
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3"

plied to Cartier the accused refineries would make
no further purchases from any of them who sold to
CarLier. The Crown contended that this was done to
put Cartier out ofl business.

That in 1960, Redpath adopted the base stock system
for the pricing of refined sugar. This was derived
from matching the refined sold with repJ_acement,
cosL of a similar quantity of raw sugar on the day
of sale, plus freight, duty, the preferential pre-
mium of 75 per hundred weight and a refliner's mar-
gin. Freight charges from the refinery nearesL the
customer to the latters' pJ-ant or warehouse was
then added. The price Iist based on this formul_a
was invariably simurtaneously and exactly forlowed
item by item by the other two accused although
actual freight cost differed for each refiner.

4" That the accused maintain a tradi tional market
share and refused to compete for a Iarger share
although conditions in the industry existed which
ought to have encouraged such an effort.4l

To support its
relied most strongly on

unique system of pricing

allegation of price fixing the Crown

the adoption by the accused of a

the refined sugat - the base stock

system - which was based on raw sugar prices and the adoption
of identicaJ- price rists based on this pricing system.

Redpath, the acknowledged price leader in the

industry, developed the base stock pricing system. After
adopting the system, Redpath prepared and pubrÍshed price
lists of

ments of

refined sugar which followed the up and down move-

the London daily price. Each of Redpath's competi-

tors fo-l-lowed the Redpath price l-ists which were posted each

day in the lobby of Redpath's offices and communicated to its
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competitors by sugar brokers r customers or telegraph company

changes in Redpathrs

new price lists of

employees. Whenever they lea¡n of

prices competitors immediately issued

their own.

In time, Redpath's competitors were able to dis-
cover Redpathrs pricing formul-a from available data but

instead of making theip own cal-culations they simply followed
Redpathrs published price tist. There was evidence that
notwÍthstanding the identity of the price rists r âctual-

prices charged by the various competitors differed appre-

ciabry. There was arso a notabre absence ofl any evidence of

significant communication among the accused.

ïhe defence rebutted the Crown's argument by argu-

ing that identicar price lists are not necessariry evidence

of corrusion to fix prices " The accused said they may be, in
this instance r ilerely ân example of price l-eadership without
prior arranqement.

The fourth proposition of the Crown was that the

accused had a market sharing arrangement. After a disaster-
ous price wa¡ which was initiated by Redpath in 195B the

accused settled down to a policy of maintaining thei¡ tradi-
tional market shares. The crown alleqed that the accused
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could have readily obtained a greater

giving greater discounts to customers

tising, better packaging, and using

ty "42

share of the market by

, more vigoDous adver-

maximum plant capaci-

and St. Lawrence

price calculations

which were posted

MacKay J. stated

2. Decision of the Quebec Superior Cou¡t

The sales managers for Atlantic

testified that instead of making their own

they simply followed Redpath's price Ìists

each day in the lobby of Redpath's offices.

the issue that confronted him as follows:

The question then is whether whaL these
sales managets said was true or whether
the uniform price lists resulted from an
agreement between the accused"43

This hiqhlights the problem with Section l2 ( I ) ( c ) of the

Combines Investiqation Act. ïhis section has been drafted

in terms of means - the means by which markets become non-

competitive. It is not concerned with the ends that competi-

tion law is supposed to obtain. Therefore to see if there is

an offence it is necessary for the court to find an agree-

ment. No matter how non-competitive the industry if there is

no aqreement there can be no conviction.
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MacKay J. recognized that price conformiLy and

identical price lists were characteristic of an oligopoly

industry and could be obtained either by members of the

industry conspiring to flÍx prices or by the members of the

industry making a conscious effort to parallel the prices of

the l-eader. If the prices wete achieved by agreement this

would be iIlegal. 0n the other hand:

Ifl conformity was the result of price
Ieadership by the industry leader in a
conscious effort by other members of the
industry to foIlow the leader, to paral-
lel i ts prices, then, although the result
might be an undue prevention of compeLi-
tion it would not offend the ICombines
Investigation] Rct because there would be
no agqqement or arrangement direct o¡
taci L-.44

MacKay J. readily accepted

by D¡. Donal-d E, Armstrong as to the

an oligopoly market situation:

the evidence provided

economics that apply in

In an oligopolistic situation where the
product is homogeneous - as is sugar -
the price of the product must inevitably
be the same, flor if one member priced his
product higher than the others he would
have no sales. if he posted a lower
price he would soon be inundated with
buyers, would realize his price was too
ì-ow, perhaps unprofitabler âñd raise it.
Thus by natural osmosis the price of a
homogeneous._product tends to reach the
same leveI.4,
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MacKay J " was of the opinion "that while identical

price lists might give rise to an inference of an arrangement

to fix prices such inference is unwarranted where it is shown

that conformity of prices was noL arrived at as a result of

collusio n.n46 Therefore, MacKay J. rejected the Crownrs

argument that an agreement existed between the accused.

The Crownts proposi tion

shares was also rejected by MacKay

his lordship did find an agreement

ing the disasterous results of the

mented:

in rel-ation to market

J. Although in this case

to exist. After describ-

price war MacKay J. com-

Thereafter, each of the accused settled
down to a policy of maintaining their
traditional market shares. Although each
stressed that this was the result of an
independent decision r oîe would be ingenu-
ous not to be aware that there was and
continueg to be a tacit agreement to this
effe cL.47

Even though he found that an agreement to maintain market

sha¡es existed MacKay J. still acquitted the accused because

in his opinion "it had not been shown that this aqreement

was arrived at with the intention of undury preventing op

lessening competition'r.48 gonsidering that the three accused

controlled 75% of the market it is difficul-t to accept MacKay
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J"rs conclusion

competition.

that the agreement did not unduly Iessen

What was not discussed in the judgment was the

rel-ationship between the c¡ownts proposition of price fixing

and the proposition rel-ating to market share. In an oì_igopo-

Ly market dealing with a homogeneous product the only effec-

tive means of competi tion is price " If the firms in the

industry, independently oD in connection with an agreement,

decide not to compete on price there is no competi tion at

arl. If the firms are not competinq there is no reason why

one would gain or Ìose market share to the other. The result

that woul-d be expected was as happened here that there woul_d

be no change in market share. The tradiLional market sha¡es

ofl each firm would remain the same.

The argument also works in reverse. If Lhe firms

have come to an agreement to maintain market shares, as

MacKay J" found then to comply with the terms of that agree-

ment the fi¡ms cannot compete. If they did not compete such

as on price it woul-d cause market share to be taken away from

one of its competitors. clearly one f o-ì-lows the other and

they cannot be separated from an analysis of the situation.
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J. Decision of the Quebec Court of Appeal

0n appeal the accused were found guilty of conspir-

ing to lessen competition unduly by the unanimous decision of

the Quebec Court of Appeal. Mayrand J.A. writing on behalf

of the court did not deal with the issue of conscious paral-

lelism at all " Rather he focused on the tacit agreement that

was found to exist with respect to the maintenance of market

shares.

The Court of Appeal ¡uled that the trial judge had

mis-directed himself on the Iaw. It went on to review the

facts found by the trial judge to determine whether the

accused ought to have been convicted if the correct Iaw had

been applied. llllith respect to the existence of an agreement

Mayrand J. A. accepted the trial judge finding that a tacit

agreement was an agreement flor the purposes of the Act.

Mayrand J. A. found sufficient findings of fact in MacKay

J.'s judgment to support a finding that such an agreement in

the circumstances of this case woul-d be to lessen competiLion

unduly. Mayrand J. A. expressly focused on the trial judge's

conclusion that:

Where the accused at the beginning of the
period controlled 99.Bu,o of the Eastern
Canadian market, an agreement to lessen
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competition woul-d be tantamount
tinction and so would be unduu.49

Lo ex-

It was the opinion of the Cou¡t of Appeal was that
the elements of the offence under Section jZ(l) (c) were

present and the accused were therefore conv icted.

4. Decision of the Supreme Court of Canada

The Supreme Court of Canada, Istey J. dissenting
allowed the appear and restored the trial court's acquittal

of the accused. Pigeon J. wrote the reasons for judgment on

behalf of the majority. unfortunately his reasons for judg-

ment are uncrear and had been subjected to much comment.50

After reviewing the facts Pigeon J. stated that 'A conspiracy

requires agpeementrr and asked if "a finding of 'tacit agree-

ment' Iwas] sufflicie¡¡2"51 He continued:

It must be accepted that a conspiracy may
be effected in any way and may be estab-
lished by inference. In dealing with a
refinersr uniform prices, the trial judge
felt that they raised an inference of
col-l-usion. However, he accepted that
this was a result of independent deci-
sions called tconscious parallelismt
which is not i I legaJ- . The evidence was
cIear, however, that not only were its
competitors immediately aware of Red-
pathrs list price the moment a new price
was posted in its J_obby, they also in
time were ab le to discover Redpathrs
pricing formula by a process ofl deduction
flrom available daLa. Yet the trial judqe
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this did
maintain

Redpathrs
paral Lel-
as ac cu-

by tacit

Pigeon J. appears to be saying nothing more than conspiracy

cannot exist without an agreement. For some unarticulated

reason he wants to equate conscious parallelism with tacit

agreement. Indicating that a tacit agreement is something

ress than a full- fl-edged agreement which wourd be incl-uded

under Section 32(f)(c).

Pigeon J., like the trial judge, could not see the

relationship between price fixing and market shares. He

said:

held¡ correctly I think, that
not constiLute a conspiracy to
uniform prices according to
f ormula but mereJ-y 'conscious
ism'. Could this not be just
rately s6l,l-_ed'paral-lelism
agre"r"n ¡r 252

The basis for an inference of tacit
agreement was in a way stronger for the
uniform list price than for the mainte-
nance of market shares. There was a
feature which could be considered as the
making of an offer, that is the pubtica-
tion of a l-ist price which meant that it
was immediately made known to the com-
petitors by the brokers

The situation was different in respecL of
the adoption by Redpath ofl a maintenance
of traditional market share sal_es policy.
There is no evidence that this poticy was
in any way made known to its competi-
to.=.lJ
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By definition in an oligopoly market dealing with a homoge-

neous product any member firm that significantl_y reduces

prices wi ll- increase its market share and thus makes its

actions known to the other members.

The passage quoted is troubling for another reason.

Pigeon J. seems to equate the flinding of a conspiracy under

Section l2(l) (c) with that of making a contract. He says

that the publication of the price list could be considered

the making of an offer. This was an erement lacking in his

opinion with regards to the aDqument in respect of the market

shares poliey.

Pigeon J. reiterates this notion of

the next papagraph of his reasons for judgment.

an offer IN

Whenr âs expected, the competitors did
adopt a simiÌar poJ-icy, did this mean
that an agreement had been reached? In
order to make an agreement by tacit ac-
ceptance of an offer there must not only
be a course of conduct flrom which accept-
ance may be inferred, Lhere must also be
communicaLion of this offer. In the case
of _the Iist price this was apparent

54

This approach by the Supreme Court wipes out any possibility

ofl controlling conscious parallelism under Section 32(I ) ( c) .

In none of the other preceding conspiracy cases did the
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Courts place the

an acceptance of

parallel-ism this

burden on the Crown of proving

situation

an

of

offer and

consciousan agreement. In a

would be impossible.

Pigeon J. then returns to the maintenance of market

share charge:

But there was no such communication of
the marketing policy. In those circum-
stances, did the tacit agreement result
ing from the expected adoption of a simi-
lar poJ-icy by the competitors amount to a
conspiracy? I have great difficuJ_ty in
agreeing that it did because the author
of Redpathrs marketing policy was con-
scious that its competitors would inevi-
tably after some time become aware of it
in a qeneral way and also expect them to
adopt a similar_poJ-icy which would also
become apparent. ))

Pigeon J. seems to be re-interpreting the finding of an

agreement between the accused with respect to the market

share arrangement and is concruding that if the priees could

be equal as a

market shares "

result of conscious parallelism so could their

This view is strengthened by Pigeon J.'s
comments in the next paragraph that "the triar judgets right
in coming to the conclusion that what

agreement to market sharu='r56 pigeon J.

he cal l-ed the taci t

is indicating that
he woul-d call the behavior of the accused somethinq different

from that what the Ìearned trial judqe car-red it. His com-
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plete reasons for judgment indicate that he thinks the trial
judge mistakenly carled a tacit agreement what in reality was

consc i ous para l lel- ism.

Pigeon J " a_lso adopted the v iew that the purpose

of competition policy was not to force firms to compete. He

says:

None of the refiners was obliged to com-
pete more strongly than it felt desirable
in its own interest. Each refi ner was
entitled to decide not to seek to in-
creâse its market share a? Iong as this
was not done by collr"on. 57

Again the point is made that there can be no violation of

Section l2(L)(c) without proof of collusion.

G. Summary

The few canadian cases on conscious paral-lelism

have revealed that the doctrine has been applied to two very

different problems. The first has been with the evidential
problem of proving a conspiracy or agreement where onJ-y cir-
cumstantial evidence and not direct evÍdence can be offered.
The second is the behavioral probrem of oliqopolists actinq
independently but non-eompetitively.
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The first problem has no real connection with con-

scious parallelism. It was adopted by the defendants in the

cases like R. v. canadian Generar Erectric and R. v. Armco

to confuse the issue and to Iegitimize their behaviour In

both of those cases the Crown introduced more than sufficient

evidence to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that an

agreement existed. 0n that basis the trial judge had no

choice but to convict the accused.

The second problem is the true apptication of the

doctrine of conscious parall-elism. In comprete absence of

any evidence ofl an agreement firms in an origopoly may stitr

be acting non-competitivery. similar behaviour by firms in

such an industry raises the inference of collusion but in the

absence of evidence ofl an agreement that inference may be

rebutted by applying conscious paral_lelism.

This was the situation in Atlantic Suqar. There

was no evidence of communication between the accused and the

subject of price or for that matter on the subject of market

shares. The case was deficient on anal-yzinq the signarling

aspect of Redpathts posting its prices in its lobby. Never-

thel-ess the concrusion that can be drawn from that case is

that a true conscious parallerism situation is not covered by

canada's current competition law. If the probJ-em of otigopo-
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Ly power and conscious parallelism is to be resolved it will

have to be resol-ved with new legislation.

Although the Combines Investiqation Act has pre-

vented the emergence of cl-assic monopolies, it has proven

ineffective against oligopolies adept at keeping their paral-

1e1 business behaviour from becoming a tradÍtional conspiracy

in the eyes of the courts. As a result it has become in-

creasingly untenable thaL such an antiquated Iaw should be

allowed to regulate parallel business activity that has such

a direct and harmful effect upon the national economy.
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III. The Devetopr"nt of tf'" Po"tt

In the United States the doctrine of conscious

parall-elism has developed under Section I of the Sherman Act

which reads as flollows:

Section I: Every contract, combination
ñ-ThãTorm of trust or otherwise, or
conspiracy in restraint of trade ... is
hereby declared to be ilIegal.5B

Section I of the Sherman Act and Section 32 of

Investiqation Act are similar in that they

the Combines

both prohibit
contracts, combinations, or conspiracies in restrain of

trade. Under both statutes the prohibited act is the con-

spiracy or the agreement.

The American courts have had the opportunity to

deal with a considerably gteater number of conspiracy cases

than their Canadian counterparts. As a result they have

faced a far wider range of the facets of the conscious paral-

lelism problem.

A. Inter-State Circuit Inc. v. United 5tat"=59

Ihis case, decided by the S. Supr eme Cour t ln
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1939, is one of the earl-iest cases to use the conspiracy

provisions of the Sherman Act to attack a case of conscious

parallelism. The Defendant Inter-5tate was the owner of

virtually alI the first run motion picture theatres in six

Texas cities. It instigated an agreement by a form letter

sent to each of the eight major motion picture distributors.

The letter proposed a plan Lo market fílms which if impJ-e-

mented, would result in a series of contracts between Inter-

State and each distributor. Each contract would provide that

in l-icencing Class A pictures to second run theatres, the

distributor would require those theatres to charge a minimum

admission of 25 cents and not to show such pictures as part

of a double-feature program. This proposal was accompanied

by a threat from Inter-State that it woul-d refuse to place

the distributors' films in its first run theatres if an

agreement could not be reached " Following conferences be-

tween representatives of Inter-StaLe and the distributors,

Inter-Staters demands were met and each distributor entered

into a contracL with Inter-State.

Not surprisingly, the trial court found that the

distributors had conspired with Inter-State, however the

triar court went further and held that the disLributors had

al-so conspired among themselves in making these contracts.

The principal question on appeal to the Supreme Court was the
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correctness ofl the finding of a conspiracy existing among the

distributor defendants. The Supreme Court affirmed the trial

court decision on this point saying:

Acceptance by competitors, without previ-
ous agreement, of an invitation to par-
ticipate in a plan, the necessary con-
sequence of which if carried out, is
restraint of inter-state commerce, is
sufficient to establish an unlawful con-
spiracy under the Sherman Act.60

The Supreme Court seized upon the J_etter, the uni-

formity of behaviour, and the failure of the deflendants to
produce witnesses to explain thei¡ behaviour as evidence of

an agreement and hence conspiracy. The Supreme Court was

clearry of the opinion that an agreement need not be shown to

support a conviction for conspiracy:

l^lhiIe the district court's finding of an
agreement of the disLributors among them-
sel-ves is supported by the evidence ¡ wO
think that in the circumstances of this
case such agreement for the imposition of
restrictions upon subsequent run exhibi-
tors was not a prerequisite to an unlaw-
ful conspi racy. I t was enough that,
knowing that concerted action was contem-
plated and invited, the distributors gave
their adherence to the scheme and partic-
ipated in it. Each distributor was ad-
vised that the others weDe asked to par-
ticipate; each knew that co-operation
was essential to successful operation of
the plan. They knew that the plan, if
carried out, would result in a restraint
of commerce, whi-ch, we wiII presently
point out, was unreasonable within the
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meaning of the Sherman Act, and knowing
it, aIl participated in the plan. The
evidence is persuasive that each disLrib-
utor early became aware that the others
had joinui.6I

United States v. Masonite Corp.62

This case was decided by the Supreme Court in 1942

and re-aflfirmed the decision in Inter-5tate Circuit Inc.

Under substantiarly simirar circumstances, pararter business

behaviour in the hardboard industry was held to constitute

circumstantial evidence from which an inference ofl collabora-

Lion could be drawn.

Masonite Corporation had invited each of its com-

petitors to become del- credere agents for its products. Each

competitor entered into a separate agreement with Masonite.

Each firm knew that the others had signed an identical agree-

ment " The Supreme Court held that each of the agents had

conspired among themselves and individually with Masonite to

maintain a monopolized trade wit.hin the meaning of the

Sherman Act.

B.

In his review of

cases, J " P. Dunn suqgests that

facts a t'Iink", meaning that

the Inter-State and Masonite

both

'tthe

cases involved in their

parti es to th e paPal l-el
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behaviour were related through their common tiu=.'r63 Dunn

argues that the Iink in Lhese cases was "an established con-

spiracy and the court held that by joining in the scheme and

adhering to its principles by parallel- behaviour the joiners

became conspirators.n64 For his part Michael Conant says

thaL these two cases represented fundamentaf shift in the

thinking of the Supreme Court and "initiated the trend away

from stress upon the agreement aspecL of Section I of the

Sherman Act to the illegal objective of Section 7."65

C. American Tobacco Co. v. United 5tat"166

The three largest tobacco processors in Lhe United

StaLes, producers of from 68 - 73% of all- cigarettes sold in

the United StaLes, were charged with conspiracy to monopolize

and monopolízation. Evidence was presented to the jury that

the defendants refused to bid in established or in new tobac-

co markets unless the other defendants were also present.

Buying agents for each defendant were instructed as to top

prices to pay and percentages of LotaI offerings to bid for.

Distinctive grades ofl tobacco were established for which only

one company woul-d bid. Thus by a program of entire market

control, consciously followed by each major firm, wiLh aware-

ness as to the similar policies of the other major firms,

competition was eliminated. There was no evi dence of ân
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express agreement and it was thus

and resulting market conditions

monop oLizaLion were inferred.

from the market performance

that the conspiracy and

In affirminq the conviction of the accused the

supreme court abandoned the tradi tional requirement of an

agreement, actual or tacit, in which the sel-lers joined and

adopted a broader concertive action doctrine.

said:

The Court

It is not the form of the combination or
the particular means used but the resul_t
to be achieved that the statute condemns

no formal aqreement is necessary to
constitute an unlawful conspiracy. 0ften
crimes are a matter of inference deduced
from the acts of the person accused and
done .i_n persuance of a criminal pur-
pose.o/

D" Biqelow v. RKO Radio Pictures Inc.6B

The suit alleged conspiracy amonq the major motion

picture distributors to maintain the 'rchicago system of re-
lease'r. under this distribution system, each theatre was

cl-assifed as to how many weeks on first runs it wourd be

arlowed to licence and screen films. The contracts between

the distributors and the chicago exhibitors uniformalry con-

tained schedules of minimum admission prices on the basis of
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tem of market regimentation

Relying upon the

the Court of Appeals f,ound

the PlaintÍff at trial was
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The flacLs discl-osed a rigid sys-

InLer-State and Masonite cases,

that the verdict

supported by the

of the jury for

evidence. The

tourt said:

True no speciflic aqreement to enter into
such conspiracy on the part of the Defen-
dants was proven, buL that was not neces-
sary. Knowing partÍcipation by competi-
tors without previous agreement in a
plan, the necessary consequence of which,
if carried out, is unreasonable restraint
of inter-state commerce, is suffic!ent to
establish an unlawful- conspira cy.69

However the Court ofl Appeals reve¡sed the trial courtrs judg-

ment on the basis that the plaintiff had not proved any

damage resul-t ing f rom the unlawf ul conspiracy . 0n appea J- th e

Supreme Court held the proof of damages sufflicient, reversed

the Court of Appealsr judgment and affirmed the judgment of

the District Court.

E. Wi lliam GoÌdman Theatres Inc. Loewrs Inc.7o

The plaintiff had acquired movie theatre ln
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Pennsylvania and had requested a l-icence from t.he major

distributors who had Iicenced fi-Ims to the theatre before the

purchase. in spite of an offe¡ to pay higher l_icence fees

than rival theatre operators were paying, the distributors

reflused first run films to the plaintiffl.

At trial the court was of the view that refusals by

the distributors to distribute fírst run films to the plain-

tiff did not violate the anti-monopoly provisions of the

Sherman Act. Accordingly, the trial court held that the

behaviour did not unreasonably restrain trade and that a

conspiracy had not been established.

The Court of Appeals relying on the rule in the

Inter-5tate Circuit case r reversed the fower cou¡t and held

that the evidence established a monopolízation resulting from

the defendantsr uniform denial of first, run films to the

plaintiff. NoLing the Defendants' failure to present testi-

mony that no agreement existed among them for concerted

action, the Court also held that a conspiracy could be in-

ferred from the evidence. The Court of Appeals said:

Plainti flfrs evidence shows that there was
concertive actÍon in what has been done
and that this concert could not possibly
be sheer coincidence. We think that
there must have been some form of infor-
mal understandin g.7I
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The Court continued:

Uniform participation by competitors in a
particular system of doing business where
each is aware of the otherrs activities,
the affect of which is the restraint of
inLer-state commerce, is sufficient to
esLablish an unlawful conspiracy under
the statutes before u=.72

r. Ball v. Paramount Pictures Inc .7 3

This case was similar in its facts to Gol_dman v.

Loew's. The Plaintiff had purchased a theaLre in Amridge,

Pennsylvania r âtrd requested the former distributors to Ii-

cence him. The distributors refused. After mentioning the

deflendantrs past "proclivity to unlawful conduct,' the Appeals

Court held that there did exist an inferenee of conspiracy

among the distributors in their uniform denial of first run

films to the p lainti ff. The Court ofl AppeaJ_s came to this

finding by sayÍng that "conspiracy may be inferred when con-

certive action cannot possibì-y be sheer coincidenc..,,74 It

is clear that the court was of the opinion that concerted

action was sufficient to uphold a finding of a conspiracy.

G. United States v. Paramount Pictures rnc.75

In this case eight motion picture producers and
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distribut,ors were charged with monopolization and with con-

spiracy to monopolize trade in the distribution and exhibi-

tion of motion pictures" The defendants had engaqed in a

number of parallel business practices but the conspiraey

centred on their price- fixing behaviour and on their imposi-

tion of unreasonab Ie clearances between first and subsequent

runs in their l-icencing contracts.

Runs are successive exhibitions of a feature in a

given area, first run being the first exhibition in that

area ¡ second run be ing the next subsequent and so on. A

clearance is the per iod of Lime usually stipulated in the

l-icence contract which must elapse between runs of the same

feature wiLhin a particul-ar area or specified theatres"

The trial court inferred a conspiracy from the

pattern of price-fixing disclosed in the evidence which find-

ing was subsequenLly upheJ-d on appeal, by the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court said:

It is not necessaDy to find an express
agreement in order to find a conspiracy.
It is enough that a conceptive action is
contemplated and that the defendants
conformed to the arrangemenL.T6
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Act.

H" Mil-gram v. Loew's _ aaInc" / /

In 1949, the pl-aintiff built a drive-in theatre on

the outskirts of Allentown, Pennsylvania. fven though first

run pictures up to that time had onJ-y been exhibited in down-

town conventional-type theatres, the plaintiff requested the

eiqht major distributors to licence flirst run films to him.

Upon their uniform refusal, he fil-ed a suit under the Sherman

The plaintiffl alleged that the defendants acted in

concert to unreasonab 1y restrain commerce by refusing to

Iicence any feature pictures to him on first runs as part of

a pJ-an to relegate drive-ins to a second run status. The

evidence consisted entirely of consciously parallel action "

In the face of the evidence of paral Iet behaviour,

the defendants contended that each had acted in ignorance of

the other. After reviewinq the earlier cases the trial court

concluded:

In practical effectr consciously parallel
business practices have taken the place
of the concept of meeting of the minds
which some of the earlier cases empha-
sized. Present. concertive action, fur-
ther proof of actual agreement among the
Defendants is unnecessary, and it then
becomes the duty of the Court to evaluate
all the evidence in a setting of the case
at hand and to determine whether a find-
ing ofl cons_piracy to violate the act is
warrantecl ./8
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The t¡iaI judge seems to have adopted in effect, a

per se rule that conscious parallelism in and of itself is

sufficient to support a conviction. 0n appeal the third

circuit afflirmed the judgment ofl the triaJ. judge. The court

ofl AppeaJ- did however retreat somewhat from the trial judge's

statement of the law. The Appears court said that there was

sufflicient evidence to sustain a conclusion of joint action

on the part of the distributors. Then the court added this

significant sentence:

This does not mean, however, that in every
case mere consciously parallel business
practices are sufficient evidence, in
themselves from y'rhich a court may infer
concerted action.79

The Court of Appeals appears to be

scious parallelism may serve as the

agreement.

holding on ly that con-

basi s for Ínference of

Pevely Dairy Co. v. United Stat""B0

The defendants in this action were the two largest

distributors of milk in the st. Louis area, controrring 63%

of the market. The suit alreged that the two companies had

conspired to fix whol-esare and retail prices on Grade A regu-

l-ar milk.
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The Court of Appeals held that though the indicL-

ments officially charged an offence under the Sherman Act the

trial court erred in its evaluation of the evidence of agree-

ment and concerted action. No evidence had been offered at

trial to show any agreement, tacit or express. In fact, the

Defendant introduced evidence to show that the reason for the

consciously parallel behaviour was based purely on economic

factors. The standard product, the evidence as to indepen-

dent analysis of cost, testimony by expert economists that

the market behaviour can be explained in terms of normal-

competitive practices and the lack of direct evidence of an

agreement were all factors that compelled the Appeals Court

to conclude that no agreement coul-d be inferred.

The Appeals Court was clearly of the opinion that conscious

parallelism alone was not equivalent to an agreement and was

not sufficient for conviction under Section I of the Sherman

Act.

It is conceded that there was no direct
proof of any agreement between the appel-
lants for the fixing of prices. In fact,
the evidence is undisputed that every
price change was mader ñot as the result
of any understanding or agreement, but
because of economic factors, and the same
economic factors prompting a change by
one of the appellants were equally appli-
cab 1e to the others . BI
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Theatre Enterprises, Inc" v" Paramount Film Dis-
tributinq Corp"

In 1949 the plaintiff built the Crest Theatre, â

movie theatre, in a shoppinq centre six mi les from downtown

Baltimore. Although the onl-y theatres showing first run

films in the competitive area were in downtown Baltimore, the

plainLiff demanded first run films from the eight major dis-

tributors: Loew's Inc., RK0 Radio Pictures, Inc., Paramount

Film Distributing Corp", ldarner Bros. Pictures Distributing

Corp. , Universal Film fxchange, Inc. , 20th Century-Fox Film

Corp., United Artists Corp. and Columbia Pictures Corp. Upon

their uniform refusal to Iicence it first run films the

plaintiff filed a suit for an injunction and damages alleging

conspiracy and violation of the Sherman Act.

At trial the plaintiff presented evidence of offlers

to Iicence fi¡st run films at higher rentals than bid by the

downtown theatres, but the defendants attacked these as not

being made in good faith. Ihe t¡ial court found for the

distributors. The Court of Appeals affirmed the judqment for

the defendants stating that the evidence could support the

inference of both of the opposing parties. The plaintiff

appeal-ed contending Lhat the evidence as to conscious paraJ--
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trial judge to direct the verdict for

In affirming the lower court decisions, the Supreme

Ielism required the

him.

Court delimited what

Ly paralIeI action as

inferences could be made from conscious-

follows:

The crucial question is wheLher Respon-
dentrs conduct toward Petitioner stemmed
from independent decision or from agree-
ment, tacit or express. To be sure,
business behaviour is admissible circum-
stantial evidence from which the flact
finder may infer agreement .,. but this
Court has never held that proof of paraJ--
Iel business behaviour conclusively es-
tablishes agreement or: phrased differ-
ently, that such behaviour itself consti-
tutes a Sherman Act offence. Circumstan-
tial evidence of consciously parallel
behaviour may have made heavy in-roads
into the traditional judicial attitude
toward conspiracy; but conscious paral-
lelism has not yeL read cQ!spiracy out of
the Sherman Act entirely. uJ

The Supreme Court went on to say that the two lower

courts had been right in hoJ-ding that the evidence ofl con-

scious parallelism was not sufficient to entitle the Pl-ain-

tiff to a directed verdict. It said that conscious paraIIel-

ism was not in itself enough to establish the existence of an

agDe ement .
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The significance of

has been described as floIIows:

the Supreme CourLs' decision

It is clear that the attempt to extend
the meaning of eonspiracy Lo cover paral-
lel courses of action - an attempt in-
tended to enabl-e anti-trust to be brought
to bear more easily in oligopoJ-y situ-
ations - has failed.'84

K. Summary

In Theatre Enterprises, Inc. the Supreme Court Iaid

down a uniform rule that has been followed consistent.ly

thereafter in regard to conscious parall-elism considered in

relation to Section I ofl the Sherman Act. Since that deci-

sion the Supreme Court has noL been prepared to reconsider

its position.

The American law therefore appears to be well

estab l-ished that it is still necessary in order to estab Iish

a viol-ation of Section I to show an agreement of some nature,

either tacit or express. Consciously parallel action when

proved is only one factor to be considered with all other

evidence in arriving at a conclusion as to whether or not

there has been a conclusi ve agreement by particular defen-

dants. Conscious parallelism does not of itself amount to ot

dispense with the findinq ofl an aqreement. The United States
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Supreme Court has never held proof of parallel business

behaviour alone to be sufficient evidence to establish the

finding of an agreement.
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IV. P¡oposals for Reform

Although there are many diflfering views on the

issue of conscious parallerism, there is a consensus that the

effects of conscious parallelism in an oligopolistic industry

are suflficiently anti-competitive to warrant some type of

remedial action. The need to prohibit oligopoì_ists from

achieving anti-competitive resurts through the use of paral-

lel business practices and policies is generarly accepted.

what is not accepted is the method by which this prob Iem

should be remedied.

A. Professor Turner's ProposalB5

Professor Turner argues that if monopoly status and

monopoJ-y pricing are not unrawful per se, then neither should

oJ"igopory pricing be unlawful per se absent a finding of an

agreement " 
B6 He admits that Lhere have been instances in

which behaviour, ì.awfully engaged in by competitive firms,

has been forbidden to monopolists or the leading firms in a

highly concentrated industry and he concedes t'that conscious-

J-y parallel decisions can reflect non-competi tive behaviour

without actual- agreement having taken p1"""rr. B7
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Turner, neverthelessr ffiâintains that to prohibit

oJ-igopolists from taking into account probable reactions and

decisions of competitors is to require them Lo act in an

economically irrationa.l- manner. Ixamining the behaviour

exhibited in a competitive industry, Turner concludes that ít

seems questionable to characterize the behaviour of oligopo-

Iists in setLing their prices as unlawful when the behaviour

in essence is identical to that of sellers in a competitive

ma¡ket. He further claims that the only effective remedy

available under Section I of the Sherman Act woul-d be a t'pub-

lic utility type regulation'r which in his opinion the courts

would be iII-equipped to administu".BB

Turner, however, does recognize that the problem of

conscious parallelism must be dealt with in some manner. He

suggests that the best method of eliminating the effects of

uniform activity among oligopolists is to charge those in-

volved wi th an unl-awful attempt to monopolize. Thus he

argues that Íf it is appropriate to make conduct, having

relatively minor anti-competitive effects, the basis for iI-

J-eqality in a sinqle flirm monopoly case, it is no large step

to extend that principle to a sha¡ed monopoly. Turner main-

tains that an attack on shared monopoly power is an important

aspect of every efflective competiti ve policy.
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As a remedy, Turner favors divestiture. He starts

from the fundamental premise that competitive markets will

perform better than their monopolistic counterparts" He

favours divestiture because it is a structuraÌ remedy and is

thus better suited Lo the elimination of concentration, a

structural condiLion that he believes is an apptoximate cause

of conscious paraIIeIism. To this end he has proposed a new

statute, which would limit unreasonable market power by re-

forming market structure by reducing concentration through

dissoluLion and divestiture, especially when it appears that

injunct ive rel ief would not adequately dissipate the market

power within a reasonable time. B9

In opposing the application of Section I to con-

scious parallelism on the basis that the participants are

merely acting in an economically rational manner, Turner is

overlooking the harmful economic consequences of such activi-

Ly " Strict observance of economic rationality by those who

collectively wield monopoly market power is certain to lead

to anti-competitive results.

B. Professor Posner's Proposal90

Professor Posner

that conscious parallelism

is of the opposi te view, believing

can be control-led under the exist-
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inq provisions of Section of the Sherman Act. He does not

fleel that a violation of SectÍon I of, the Sherman Act re-

quires a traditional conspiracy to restrain trade. Rather,

he argues that ifl a particular industry demonstrates charac-

terisLics that encourage conscious patallelism, and if cer-

tain economic tests indicate that the market is indeed anti-

competitive because price levels are substantially above a

competitive level, then the uniform activity of the partici-

pants should constitute a violation of Section I Posner

claims that "businessmen should have no diflflicuJ-ty in

determining when they are behaving non-competitively becâuse

tacit collusion is not an unconscious stat".r'9I

Posner suggests twelve market conditions conducive

to tacÍt collusion (which include fixed market shares, ex-

changes of price information, price discriminaLion, lesale

price maintenance, demand el-asticity, high leveI of profits

and a system of basing point prieing) and twelve economic

indicators which he believes constitute evidence of actual

collusive behaviour (which include leve1 of concentration,

inelastic demand, entry barriersr product standardization,

importance of price competition and numerous customers ) "

According to his approach a violaLion of Section l-

would result upon a sufficient showing of the existence of
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sueh conditions and indicators. Posner says that the "major

implication of viewing non-competitive pricing by oligopo-

lists as a form of collusion is that Section I of the Sherman

Act emerges as prima facie the appropriate remedr".92

Posner takes exception with Turner's assertion that

conscious parallelism is economicalJ-y rational among oligopo-

Iists. Posner claims that it is in facL quite rational for

an oligopolist to refuse to coÌlude and to expand output

until the return to investors is roughly equal to what they

coul-d otherwise earn. He further maintains that it is not

irrational for such a firm to set a price at approximate

marginal cost rather than one that is artificially hiqh. He

does concur with Turner that 'rpublic utility type" regulation

is the only effective means of remedyinq the problem. Unlike

Turner, however, he feels that the elimination of concerted

restraints of trade justifies the administrative diflficulties

involved.

Posner acknowledges that his proposal contains one

major shortcoming that is the inherent difficulty ofl proving

collusive behaviour by the complex, technical, and often

inconclusive character of economic evidence. Adoption of his

proposal would require a thorough examination of each of the

market conditions and economic indicators that he suggests.
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each of his
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titigation could

suggested cr j-teria.
be expected to develop over

C. Professor Simonetti's Proposal9J

P¡ofessor Simonetti bases his proposal on the

premise that oligopolists whose conduct produces the same or

similar anti-competi tive effects on the market as the activi-

ties of a monopolist should be treated as an actual monopo-

1ist.94 He is of the view that paral-Iel behaviour of several-

competing firms often has the same harmful effects on the

market as the exercise of monopoly power by a single enter-

prise. Furthermore, Simonetti claims, just as no monopolist

unconsciously monopolizes, no oJ-igopolist inadvertently

engages in conscious parallelism. Thus he says business

practices that are forbidden to a monopolist because of their

size can and should be forbidden to oligopolists whose col-

lective market power wielded through conscious parallelism,

approaches that of a single firm monopol ist .

Simonetti argues thaL monopoly Iaw should be ex-

tended to apply to any group of firms that through the use of

any form of concerted action, including conscious parallel-

ism, has monopolistic eflfects on the market.95 ¡1e even qoes

so far as to suggest that the existence of conscious paral-
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lelism amonq the l-argest firms in a highly concentrated

indusLry should constitute prime facie evidence ofl a con-

spiracy to monopolize, which would brinq it in viol-ation of

of the Sherman Act. Section 2 is concerned primarily wiLh

offences based upon the size and status of a defendant wi th

littIe or no regard as to its behaviour. A charge under 5ec-

tion 1 must of course be supported by evidence of a conspira-

cy to commit the act because it is the conspiracy which is in

fact the offence. A charge of conspiracy to monopolize under

section 2, however, does not depend quite so heavily upon

proof of an actual conspiracy because of the sectionrs pri-

mary emphasis on size and status.

Simonetti suggests that the following factors be

considered in establishing evidence of conscious parallelism

which if engaged in by oligopolists, would form prima facie

evidence of the conspíracy to monopolize:

( f ) The absence of economic pressures compel-
ling the flirms to behave uniformly;

(2) A history ofl price Leadership by the
Iargest firm;

(3) The frequent exchange of price informa-
tion;

(4) The simultaneous or near simultaneous
announcement of pricing increases;

(5) The improbability ofl several- firms alI
reaching one of many possib 1e decisions
in response to the same economic stimu-
J-us;

(6) Major changes in business methods beinq
undertaken simul-taneously ;
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(7) Uniform action inconsistent with individ-
ual- self-interest; and

( B ) The application of the concept of res
ipsa loquitur in cases where the activi-
ties of the defendant paral lel each other
for an extended period of time for no
apparent reas on.96'

Simonetti suggests that the most appropriate remedy

for a conspiracy to monopoLize case ís a properly focused and

administered injunction. He feels that through their use the

practices that are found to constitute conscious parallelism

can be eliminated. He suggests that trade associations can

be disbanded or severery limited in their function, advanced

price announcements prohibited, the exchange of price infor-

mation prohibited and inter-corporate meetings made public.

Simonetti himself recognizes the weakness of this

remedy reaving the market structure unchanged, encouraging a

reoccurrence of the probl-em. He still maintains however that

injunctive relief aimed at the wrongful conduct is more efl-

fective than divestiture aimed at market structure.

D. Professors Stanbury and Reschenthaler's Proposal9T

In the Canadian context Professors Stanbury and

Reschenthaler have proposed that canada adopt legislation

which would make reviewabl-e those cases of persistenL con-
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scious parallelism which are accompanied by one or more

specified "plus factors". They adopt the position that while

not much can be done about conscious parallelism, something

can be done to eliminate the factors which promote it.

The factors they propose would include various

kinds of economic conduct which have the effect of facilitat-

ing close co-ordination of behaviour in an oligolopy market.

The two authors compiled the following list of "plusrrfactors
from a review of the relevant Canadian and American cases:

Conduct Factors:

- contrived or exaggerated product standardization
- exchange of deLailed price in transacLion data

either ex-ante or ex-post
- use of uniform basing points and delivered pric-

ing schemes
- uniform refusal to deal
- uniform exclusive territorial agreements
- uniform licencing arrangements
- parallel buying activity to collectively support

the price of a substitute or an input used by
competitors

- price leadership
- any conduct individually irrational but collec-

tively profit-maximizing
- exhortation to maintain or increase prices
- advance notification ofl price changes without

J-igitimaLe business justification

Performance Factors:

- persistent excess profits by the group
- persistent excess capacity
- submission of identical tender on non-standard

items or on large orders of standard items
- systematic price discrimination
- long-term flixed market shares
- perverse price movements9B
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Stanbury and Reschenthaler argue that the adoption

of these "plus factors" would resul-t in greater variability

in prices and, on average, lower prices than what would occur

if the oligopolisLs where all-owed to continue using these

co-ordinating devices.

The two authors suggest that theit "pl-us'r factors

become reviewable trade practices. A reviewable trade prac-

tice is legal until- it is enjoined by the Restrictive Trade

Practices Commission. They reject injunctive orders on the

basis that businessmen would find other means of co-ordinat-

ing their behaviour. They al-so rule out structural remedies

on the basis of the smal1 size of the domestic Canadian mar-

ket together with economies of scale.

E. Assessment of the Proposals flor Reform

In reviewing the proposals put forth to deal- with

the problem of conscious parallelism it is . apparent that

there are two basic approaches. The first advocated by

Professor Turner, is based on the assumption that pure con-

scious parallelism cannot Iogically or flairly be sanctioned

by Iaw. The proponents ofl this approach endorse strong

divestiLure proposals as a means of ínhibiting those market

structures that encourage conscious parallelism.
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The second approach is based on the assumption that

no Ioqical distinction can and should be made between con-

scious parallelism and agreements. The main proponent of

this approach is Posne¡ who would exarnine a wide range of

economic criteria in examining whether tacit agreement

existed. Posner recommends concentrating on those markets

where collusion is Iikely to occur.

The review of the Canadian cases shows that the

disLinction between conscious parall-elism and tacit agree-

ments is not a workable one. It is a source of continuing

confusion" The objective of any law shoul-d be clarity and

certainty, so that those affected by it can arrange their

affairs accordinqly. To date r one of the most disconcerting

circumstances surroundinq the Combines Investigation Act is

the lack of definitiveness of the criteria on which the court

is compelled to proceed.

Under Posner's approach conscious parallelism alone

would be sufficient for a conviction. The absence of proof

of communication among parallel acting firms Posner describes

as a detail. He would urge the court to convict on the basis

of the economic evidence alone. This appDoach is not com-

patible with the Canadian economic and IegaI environment.

Past judicial decisions show that the courts would be very
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reticent about convicting a firm of an offence that r'equired

no proof of a wrongful acL.

Most commentators recognize that instances of pure

conscious parallelism unaccompanied by any communication or

facilitating acts would be quite rare. Thus, there is really

no need to expand the definition of agreement as Posner sug-

gests to include conscious parallelism.

The question is, which of the approaches is prefer-

able in the Canadian context. The Canadian market because of

its small- size will continue to be hiqhly concentrated and

susceptible to collusion. At the same time the Canadian

political environment is not likely to accept strong struc-

tural remedies.

0n the other hand, attackinq facilitating prac-

tices, as Stanbury and Reschenthaler have suggested, can be

effectively achieved through legislation. It is possible to

absolutely prohibit those practices either wiLh criminal

sanctions or preferabJ-y with civil prohibitions. Many facil-

itating practices vary significantly in their effects on

competition and it could then be left up to the courts to

work ouL the nuances of J-egatity in particular fact situa-

tions.
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To make any changes in the law with respect to

conscious parall-elism effective nev', civil legislation will-

have to be adopted. Exclusive reliance on the criminal law

to date has been increasingly and widely recognized as a

serious obstacle to effective implementation of competition

poì-iey.

A central difficulty wi

to control economic behaviour

the use of criminal law

that the flunction of

th

is

criminal Iaw and the purpose and capacity of the criminal

sanction depend upon a substantive prohibition that is

defined sufficiently precisely in advance that a person has

fair notice, before engaged in the conduct, thaL ít is

against Lhe law and public interest for him to do so "

IdeaIly, a widely accepted moral disapproval of the conduct

exists in addition to the specific prohibition.

Competition Iaw cannot realistically define many

undes irabl-e events except in terms of their economic effect

or likely economic efflect. The growing complexity of the

economy and of economic analysis has significantly

contributed to the difficulty in framing effective laws in

this field. It has also contributed to the disappearance of

much of the moraf force underJ-ying the original- enactment of

combines Iaw.
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There are other negative aspects associated with

the use of the criminal law to control economic behaviour.

The primary shortcoming is the economic ineffectiveness of

the judgment and remedy. The iudgment and remedy are usuaJ-1y

backward looking and behaviourly oriented and pay little

concern to fostering desirable market conditions. The

procedures themselves are s1ow, costly and cumbersome.
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V. Attempts to Reform Canadian Competition Policy

In Ju1y, 1966, the government of Lester B. Pearson

requested the fconomic Council of Canada to prepare a report

on combinesr flergers, monopolies and restraint of trade.

Three years later the Council publ-ished its Interim Report on

Competition Poli cy99 in which it proposed major changes to

the Combines Investiqation Act.

In June, 197I, the l''linister of Consumer and Cor-

porate Affairs, Mr. Ron Basford, introduced Bilt C-256, the

proposed Competition Aq!, which was to replace the Combines

Investiqation Act. Business ¡.eaction to BilI C-256 was both

extensive and almost entirely hostile to the objectives and

the procedures embodied in the draft l-egislation. Some 2OO

briefs were submitted to the Minister. Mr. Basford was

shifted to Urban Affairs in JanuarYr 1912, and in July, 197J,

the federal government announced that it was splitting the

reform of competition policy into two stages in the form of

amendments to the existing legislation.

Stage I, taking the form of a series of amendments

to the Combines Investigation Act, was given first reading in

November , I973 e as Bil-I C-227. In 0ctober, I975, the Stage I
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amendments recei ved thi¡d reading in the House of Commons

They became effective on January J-st, 1976"

The trade practices dealt with in the Stage I

amendments involved the less controversial issues that had

been raised in BiIl C-256 in 197I. The technically more

difficult and political sensitive questions including con-

spiracies and joint monopolizations and conscious parallelism

were to be left for Stage II.

0n March 16, 1977, Anthony C. Abbottr the seventh

Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs since 1961, intro-

duced BiIl C-42 in the House ofl Commons. It incorporated

significant changes in the legislation dealing with mergels,

monopoly ¡ ilonopoJ-ization and price discrimination. A number

of entirely new elements were added: class and substitute

actions, joint monopoLizationr specialization agreements,

price differentiation and systematic delivered pricing"

The Stage II proposal-s were revised and introduced

as BitI C-I3 on November IBth, 1977, by Warren Allmand, the

ninth Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs in eleven

years. Bill C-LJ, Iike C-42¡ represented a major step back

from the proposals found in C-256 " Bill- C-I3 died on the
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0¡der Paper on 0ctober l0Lh, 197Bt at the end of the third

session of the thirtieth parliament.

In ApriI L9Bl, Andre 0ueIIet, the Minister of Con-

sumer and Corporate Affairs, distributed copies of a paper

entitled 'rProposals for Amending the Combines Investigation

Act: A Framework for Discussionrr.J'00

The Ministerrs Proposal-s regarding the conspiracy

provision contained the following relevant elements:

(t) The provision is to continue to fall
under the criminal law as tthe evil of
conspiracy is self-evident ¡ âñd there is
general agreement that what is needed is
a strong criminal provision that will
inhibit competitors from getting together
to fix prices, allocate markets, regard
technological advances, or otherwise harm
competition' .

The definition of an illegal agreement or
arrangement is to include specifically a
tacit agreement rwhere it can be shown
that each of the parties adopts a course
of conduct which would significantJ-y
Iessen competition and intentionally
arousing each of the other parties, an
expectation that he will conLinue in that
course of conduct if each of them adopts
a similar course of conductt.
It is proposed to temove the presenL
exemption under Section 32(2) for agree-
ments pelating to the exchange of statis-
tics, definition ofl product standards,
packaging and the adoption of the metric
system. It is argued that 'such agree-
ments do not ordinarily lessen competi-
tion, in which case they need no protec-

(2)

(l)
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tion. Where thev
p;;lection i rot

The Minister also proposed new civil- monopolíza-

tion section covering both the single firm and joint monopo-

Iízation cases involving specific anti-competiLive practices.

The proposals indicated that a four-firm concentration ratio

was to be used. In the case of joint monopolízations the

proposals spoke of firms in "tight oligopolies following

similar Iines of conduct or engaging in the same sort of

monopoli zing practices as a single firm monopoly" .IO2 It is

presumed that t.he Crown woul-d not have to prove an agreement

under this Section to obtain a conviction. A court would be

able to make a remedial order under Lhis Section if three

conditions were met:

( t ) The firms' joint market share exceeds the
th resh old ;

(2) The firms have engaged in one or more
types of aJ-Ieged anti-competitive con-
duct; and

(3) The conduct has had or is having or is
designed to have the effect of elimina-
tion or restriction of the growth of a

competitor or prevention of entry; the
prevention of the erosion of price lev-
eIs; or foreclosure -o-f sources of supply
or of sales outIets.l"02

It was not until

cont,ained in the Framework

draft bitl to the House of

do, they deserve no

April of l9B4 that the proposal-s

for Discussion were presented as a

Commons. 0n Apri L Znd, 1984, the
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Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, the Honourable

Judy EroIa, tabled BiIl g-29.Io3 The Bill died on the 0rder

Paper when the general election of September 4, 1984, was

caIled.

For present purposes the hightiqht of Bill C-29

was the pDoposal- to repeal the criminal- offence of monoply

and replace it with a civil provision concerning 'rabusive

dominant positionr', to be adjudicated by the courts. Before

the courts could make a prohibition order under this Section

the Director of Investigation and Research would have to

estabtish on the balance of probabilities' that:

( rrl l

the firm or firms invol ved substantially or com-
pletely controlled the relevant market;
the firm or firms had engaged in or were engaging
in a practice of anti-competitive acts such as
those listed in the section; and
the practice has had, is having, ot is likely to
have the effect of preventing ot Jqgsening competi-
tion substantially in the marku¡. J-u)

The anti-competitive acts listed in the section included

freight equaLízation on the plant of a competitor, the tem-

porary and selective use of fiqhLing brands, buying out prod-

ucts to prevent the erosj-on of price IeveIs and the pre-

emption of scarce facil-i ties or resources required by a com-

petitor. The section provided that no order would be made

where eompetition had been lessened substantially as a result

\1.'

(ii)
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of the superior economic efficiency of the person or persons

aqainst whom the order is sought.

Section 32 would be retained as part of the crimi-

nal provisions of the new Act. The key charging subsection

32(I) (e) would not be changed. A new subsection however

would be added providing that the court can infer the

existence of a conspir.acy "from aII the surr'ounding circum-

stances with or without evidence of communication between or

among the alleged partiesrr.

BiII C-29 does not deal with the problem of con-

scious parallelism which was addressed, in part in the joint

monopolization section of Bill C-42. in I977 and in the con-

spiracy section in the Minister's Proposals of ApriI L9Bl.

Given the oligopolistic character of most industries in

Canada, this omission is hiqhly significant. The greatest

sho¡tcoming of BiII C-29 is its flail-ure to address the prob-

lem of oIi gopoly behaviour .
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VI. Conclusion

Section J2(l)(c) of the Combines Investiqation Act

applies only to those firms that conspire ¡ combine r agree or

arrange to l-essen competition. Consciously parallel behav-

iour does not faII within the prohibited forms of behaviour

prescribed in s.32(l) (c) and subsequently goes unpunished.

There is a need for a prohibition within the competition law

that prevents oligopolists flrom achieving anti-competitive

results through the use of parallel business practices and

policies. Revisions must be made to the anti-combines legis-

Iation that forbid practices which flacilitate parall-eI ac-

tion. Amendments would be most effective if enacted as new

civil leqislation.
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Appendix A

Speech given by D"H.l^l. Henry, Director of

gation and Research to the Pub Iic Buyers

Columbia. (Vancouver: 0ctober L2, 1962).

G¡oup of

we find an industry having a small
number of competitors who by reason of
their smaII number know a good deal about
each others businesses and particularly
about the way each is likeIy to Deact to
given market changes. This gives rise to
peculiar problems which are likely to
maniflest themselves more and moDe if, as
some people predict, our economy moves in
the direction of Iarger units and greater
concentration in particular indusLries.
Here we find the phenomenon which has
been called in some anti-trust circles
tconscious parallelismt or the tendency
on the part ofl a small group of firms
constituLing an industry to act more or
less in a uniform manneF.

Here is an example of a situation
that may r without collusion, bring about
the same result as if Lhere were collu-
sion. It may be that in such an industry
characte rized by the oligopoly of which I
am speaking, one of the firms will act as
a price leader and his pricing policies
wi 1l tend to be adopted by Lhe others.
Conscious parallelism, if conducted with-
out collusion among the members of the
industry, is not an oflfence. This is
because i f such coll-usion is not present,
there is not the element of agreement or
arrangement necessary to constitute the
offence of conspiracy. I must emphasize,
however, that it is
sence of collusion.

so onJ-y in the ab-

lnvesti-

British
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0ne manifestation of this Present
day characteristic of our economy is the
submission of identical tenders to Iarge
buyers such as municipal corporations,
public utÍl-ities, provincial and federal
governments and the like. There is a

tendency on the part of officials and
elected representaLives who receive a

group of identical tenders to i ump to the
conclusion that this situation reveals a

price fixing agreement which ought to be
susceptible to inquiry under the Act.

This is not necessarily so. In some
circumstances the fact that a number of
sellers have quoLed identical prices
raises a strong presumption of arrange-
ments among them, while in other circum-
stances aIl suppliers are IikeIy to quote
identical prices whether the quotations
are the subject of agreement or not. In
appraising situations where identical
prices occur the Director is assisted by
the experience of the branch in inquiries
previously undertaken and by studies
which have been carried out by economists
speciali zing in the field of price behav-
iour.

It is generally recognized'oy econo-
mists and businessmen Lhat in a market
where there are only a flew firms supply-
ing a homogeneous produet, any difference
in the prices at which the firms Degular-
ly seII the project can be onJ-y temporary
unless some unusual factor is present "

Any such seller, for example, will find
it difficult to market goods at a higher
price than that at which his competitor
is offering the product so Iong as the
latter is able to supply the market.
UnIess a decision to reduce a price is
considered unsound by those controlling
the Iarger part of the production for the
market, each price reduction by one of
f ew seI Iers is J-ikely to be f oll-owed by
competitors and the firm initiating the
price ¡eduction may simply retain its
original share of the market at the l-ower
margin of profit. If the market shares
hetd by the several- sell-ers are altered
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in the processe a seller whose share has
decreased may attempt to regain his orig-
inal position by a further price cut, and
additional grounds of price cutting may
fol-Iow.

Sellers in a market where there aDe
few competitors are generall-y aware that
attempts to enlarge their shares of the
market by priee cutting may result in
rapid deterioration of price stabitity
and substantial reduction of profits.
They thereflore tend to avoid any action
which might put a chain of price cuts in
mot ion. As long as the price structure
is not disturbed by others, theY are
reluctant to make any price concession
that might be detected by a competitor;
this is particularly true if there is
nothing in the business subject to quota-
tion which sets it apart from the type of
business ordinarily done by Lhe firm, and
in contemplation of which list prices
weDe estab lished "

The results of tenders made to Pub-
Iic bodies are flrequently made public or
released by purchasing departments to
those submitting quotations so that any
departure from ordinary price Ievels in
this process is likeIy to be known to aIl
firms in the industry concerned.

Where the supply of materials to
public bodies constitutes the day-to-day
business of the sell-er otr if this is not
the case, where quantities required by
such users are not significantly diflfer-
ent from those tequired by regular cus-
tomers, a supplier tends to assume that
his competitors will not depart from
their usual- behaviour; that is, if they
ordinarily adhere to Iist prices he wilI
expect them to do so in submitting quota-
tions to public bodies notwithstanding
the fact that the l-atter may purchase by
tender. He may then expect, ifl factors
other than price ereate no preferencet
that his chance of receiving business or
a share of it at Iist price will be equal
to those of his competitors.
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In submitting a tender, a sel-ler may
be expected to weigh proiected advantages
of receivinq the total order at a price
below list against the risk of provoking
retaliatory price cuts. He would also be
expected to consider the possibiJ-ity that
regular customers who purchased at list
might demand similar concessions, partic-
ularly if their purchases attained or
surpassed the quantity on which the ten-
ders were invited. Where condiLions are
such that each seller is likely to con-
clude that a quotation below list in-
volves a threat to future profits which
outweights the immediate advantage of
gaining the particular order identical
tenders may be received from al1 sup-
pliers without col-lusion among them.
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